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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 What was Innovate to Save?
The Innovate to Save (I2S) Programme, launched in January 2017, was designed to support
innovation projects in Wales that had the potential to both: improve public services, and
generate cashable savings. It was funded by the Welsh Government and implemented by Y
Lab, with support from WCVA, and was delivered in two sequential versions.
The I2S programme offered grant funding, non-financial support and repayable loans, enabling
public and third-sector organisations to prototype, trial, scale and evaluate innovative projects.
Facilitation was provided directly through workshops and innovation-management techniques,
as well as by encouraging further peer-based support after project selection.
There were two versions of the I2S programme delivered, corresponding to two funding calls
(January 2017; and February 2018) referred to here as v1 and v2. The programme ended in
December 2020, although funded projects will continue their implementation. Accrual of the
cashable savings was always projected over the medium term, extending beyond the life of
I2S.
Public and third-sector organisations in Wales (including local authorities, health boards,
charities and social enterprises) were invited to submit an application to be supported by the
I2S fund. Grant funding of between £5,000 and £15,000 per project for the call in January
2017, and £5,000-30,000 for the 2018 call was available.
The two funding waves brought in a total of 70 applications (v1 = 50; v2 = 20) submitted to
the I2S programme. Fifteen innovation projects (v1 = 8; v2 = 7) received total funding worth:


£269,398 to prototype and test their innovation ideas during the research and
development phase.



After that, £2,846,846.00 loan funding was approved (for four projects) with a 5-year
Return On Investment (ROI) of £13.27 for every £1 invested.



For the two projects in the implementation stage, £2,149,950.00 was loaned, with a 5year ROI of 15.63 for every £1 invested.
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For projects requiring loans of up to £1m, this proved a successful method of financing
innovation in public services, but their implementation will prove the case. In terms of more
ambitious/complex implementation projects, worth more than £1m, our finding was that more
development time was needed.

1.2 I2S Methods
I2S had three discrete phases:
1. Awareness Raising & Engagement;
2. Research and Development; and
3. Implementation.
This format was developed to effectively support public and third-sector organisations
(including social enterprises and public/private sector partnerships) in:


the development of new ideas into research and development projects;



the prototyping and testing of new ideas; and



the rolling out of those ideas that have the capacity to improve services and generate
savings.

Teams that wanted to participate in the R&D phase submitted an application to do so at the end
of Phase 1. Those projects successfully completing Phase 2 - and demonstrating initial evidence
for an improvement in services and the potential to generate ‘cashable savings’- were invited
to submit a business case to apply for Welsh Government loan-based funding, to enable them
to scale and implement their innovation projects in Phase 3.
At the start of I2S, an underpinning logic model was developed, identifying intended inputs,
outcomes and processes at each of four levels – organisations, networks, individuals, and ideas.
These were used as a guide for monitoring and evaluation. The I2S programme was intended
to be an iterative process, and so the findings from monitoring (questionnaires and interviews
with participating team members), were fed into the programme delivery team, and led to
modifications being made to v2. Consequently, there were, deliberately, two different versions
of the programme, i.e. Version 1 and Version 2. Changes included:


Reducing the number of applications by altering the conditions, from 50 to 20.



Changing the grant amount available for R&D from £5k-15k to £5k-30k; and



Extending the duration of the R&D phase from 6 to 11 months.
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Monitoring and evaluation of v1 and v2 continued throughout the process and, as well as
helping to shape and develop the changes to the programme, also identified key findings from
implementing I2S. These findings are helpful to anyone attempting implement innovation
across any service as well as any organisation wanting to deliver a similar programme to
encourage service improvements and cashable savings.

1.3 I2S Evaluation Findings
1.3.1 Facilitators and Barriers
A total of fifty-one interviews were carried out in the evaluation (43 with project team members
and 8 with programme team members). A number of facilitators of, and barriers to innovation
were identified in these interviews. These were split between the project teams’ home
organisations and the I2S programme. The principal barriers in the former were: Openness to
innovation and senior buy-in, time allocation, Partnerships and COVID-19.
In the programme the issues (with v1) were dedicated time available to undertake R&D and
uneven levels of support across time and in different strands of the work. Due to the ongoing
monitoring this feedback underpinned the modifications made to v2, and very few critical
comments on these topics were raised by the second cohort.
In terms of facilitators to innovation, those operating at home organisation level were similar.
Management buy-in and consistent support, as well as effective time allocation were most
important.
The evaluation identified five principal facilitators for innovation deriving from the I2S
programme:
1. The nature of relationship/trust between project teams and the I2S team;
2. The legitimacy, or elevated kudos of the project gained through participation;
3. The ethos of the programme, and the encouragement given to experiment;
4. The introduction of tools/new skills, e.g. R&D, stakeholder mapping, presentation, financial
planning;
5. Access to networks facilitated through participation in I2S.
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1.3.2 Change and evidence
One key element of this programme was its capacity to bring about innovation-based change
in terms of: practices, applied learning, and understandings of innovation. The training in R&D
was singled out for particularly positive comments, and emerges from the interview data as,
for many, the crucial part of the learning experience. However, skills such as stakeholder
mapping, financial planning and presentation also generated very positive feedback from the
teams.
The evaluation found considerable evidence of upskilling and crucially, attitudinal shift. Due
to participating in the programme, innovation became both desirable and achievable, and
individuals and teams gained the confidence that they could now bring about innovative
change. We call this ‘the innovative imagination’, as a shorthand. This was demonstrated even
in the interviews with project teams that were not funded beyond R&D phase, and have gone
on to do other work using the innovative capacity and skills they acquired through I2S. The
‘innovative imagination’ is signalled by:


increased confidence to innovate;



embracing risk;



asking critical questions;



making and using time to reflect, and;



engaging with critics of the projects to win them over.

All of these elements were highlighted in the evaluation process.
Moreover, as well as I2S developing people’s capacity for innovation, we found evidence of
value co-creation (an idea used to capture how ‘benefit’ for oneself or other ‘actors’ is created
through the processes of applying knowledge and skills for the benefit of another); and resource
integration. This is where ‘new’ knowledge and skills are combined to make new resources.
One project team member commented: ‘Yeah, I’m proud that we’ve had an idea, and actually
ran with it, and actually we’ve now got, not just an idea but an actual thing that has the best
possible chance of working, and we know what we think it’s going to achieve. And if it does do
what we think it’s going to do, the [CLIENT GROUP] lives are going to be completely
different’.
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1.4 Examples of savings and service improvements
The programme generated savings and also enabled a clearer idea of how savings could be
achieved in various ways. Other projects have generated evidence on likely service
improvements. Some examples are given here, and the full details are in section 6 of this report.
Flintshire Council fostering service’s adaptation of the Mockingbird Family Model is projected
to result in a reduction in out of county and residential placement spend over the next 5 years.
Recruitment costs will also be reduced, as foster carers are retained and more experienced
carers are attracted by the model of support.
Surple, a company which uses technology to help large utilities customers reduce waste and
lower bills, encouraged the installation of water meters in Newport schools as a way of
measuring the success of its intervention. These meters identified several water leaks, saving
the Council substantial money.
The R&D phase enabled project teams to gain a greater appreciation of the savings that could
be made from their projects. Sometimes, the savings would be too long term to be appropriate
for this style of loan funding. Therefore, a number of projects are exploring other ways of
funding their idea and progressing their projects. Other teams developed projects that were too
ambitious for loan financing alone but were only able to fully appreciate this by undertaking
the R&D with the programme.
Four projects were able to identify the potential of their projects to improve services, but could
not generate sufficient evidence within the timeframe to collate a robust business case for full
implementation. They are therefore now focusing on working with partners (new and old) to
progress their work further and explore avenues for full implementation. Another three projects
produced early signs that their projects might work, but need more time for development.
Some projects’ work was interrupted by COVID-19. Leonard Cheshire Disability used their
R&D to test out a new, more sociable model of personal support for adults with disabilities. It
was a huge success with those participating experiencing increased wellbeing, with reduced
one-to-one carer hours. Unfortunately, their rollout to more local authorities has been prevented
by the pandemic, but LCD are ready to bring the benefits of their new model to disabled people
across Wales as soon as it is safe to do so.
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Three teams used their R&D time to adapt and develop new technology solutions to their
problems. For example, Swansea Bay University Health Board understood that technology
could help them validate prescriptions more efficiently. Innovate to Save helped them define
their problem and find a technology partner who could work with them to find a solution. The
product they made saved hospital pharmacists’ time and the team have become enthusiasts for
robotic process automation in the hospital pharmacy.
Moreover, teams across both cohorts used their R&D time to get a deeper understanding of the
problems they were tackling from the perspectives of frontline staff and service users. For
example, PromoCymru spoke to young people, including (D/d)eaf young people, to understand
more fully the problems with current sexual health information. They then returned to the same
groups to ensure the service they developed was an improvement.

1.5 What happened next to the project teams and their
projects?
All the project teams completed the R&D phase. What happened to the projects after the R&D
phase is summarized in the two tables below:
Table A: Projects not funded beyond R&D phase under I2S
Number (No.) of projects (Total n=11)

No.

External funding

Project still in development

2

Yes (1) No (1)

Project implemented fully

1

Yes

Project partially implemented

2

*Yes

Project not implemented

3

No

**Project status not known

3

Not known

Other developments
Seeking additional funding to implement/continue development

5

Additional/new projects since completing I2S

3

Project status

* One project still awaiting the outcome of a funding bid.
**Project teams did not participate in an interview and it was not possible to identify the status of the
project from additional documentary analysis/web searches.
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Table B: Projects funded beyond R&D under I2S and progressed to Implementation stage
Implementation project

Developments

Project 1 (I2S v1)

Infrastructure developed in terms of resources and networks
required for staged implementation of the project. However, there
have been delays in implementation and rolling out due to COVID-19.

Project 2 (I2S v1)

Partial purchase of the main resources required. Further
developments on hold as the current model for the service and
delivery is not currently feasible.

Project 3 (I2S v2)

Delays in the acquisition and/or installation of necessary equipment/
kit for the project to be able to begin.
Delays in implementation and rolling out due to COVID-19.
Implementation from 2021 to be directly funded by the organisation
rather than through Welsh Government loan. Arrangements
underway to withdraw from the programme and reimburse Welsh
Government.

Project 4 (I2S v2)

Ongoing development of the infrastructure required for staged
implementation of the project, but with some delays in
implementation and rolling out due to COVID-19.

1.6 Recommendations
1.6.1 Successful outcomes
This evaluation report has identified a number of successful outcomes from the programme.
Several strong innovative projects were designed and developed in the programme, and their
potential savings are indicated above. Those savings will be accrued over a period of years
after implementation.
The structures and processes of the programme were acknowledged as effective by the project
teams and programme delivery team. These are detailed in Section 2 of this report. Effective
structures and processes of the programme included:
Two-stage funding; stage 1 to develop a project with R&D; and final funding for
implementation being contingent on providing R&D report identifying cashable savings.


Cohorts are recruited by applications, which are evaluated and complemented by
interviews;



Successful project teams attend a series of events where inputs are delivered -through
a variety of formats- on various aspects of work including specific skills such as R&D,
stakeholder mapping, presentation, and finance;
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Teams work on their projects between events and with ongoing close working
relationships with the programme delivery team;



Monitoring of feedback enables improvements to be made to the programme;



Fostering of the development of a cohort and of networking;



Evaluation of the processes enables evidence of change within the programme’s
lifetime to be identified.

I2S fostered the development of 15 projects, some involving partnerships between both publicsector and third sector organisations (and one private-public sector partnership). It is unlikely
that these would have happened without the programme. This is also true of projects in which
only third-sector or public-sector organizations participated.
There was a sustained effort to develop strong innovative attitudes among the project teams as
well as key skills. Indeed, R&D skills, stakeholder mapping and financial planning were
considered particularly useful by the participants. Precisely identifying the problem that is to
be solved -which is part of the R&D process- turned out to be crucial for individual project
success. Interviews revealed that such skills and mindsets have been further developed since
that section of the programme ended. Even teams that were not funded for a loan have used
these skills successfully in other projects.
The level and quality of engagement of the programme delivery team with the participants and
their projects was noted as a key element driving the programme, providing expertise and
strengthening the project teams’ commitment.
The design of the programme, using monitoring to feed participants’ input back to the
programme team enabled timely and appropriate amendments to be made to delivery and
design. Consequently, version 2 was strengthened considerably by the experience of version 1.
One of the programme aims was to produce a ‘cohort effect’ among the participants that linked
people across sectors of activity and between public, private, and third sector organisations.
This was partially accomplished through establishing activities that created opportunities for
this type of work, and by monitoring some of the indicators during the early phases of the
programme. It also emerged from interviews with participants post R&D and implementation
stages as a valued and useful element of the programme, providing not just contacts, but a
different way to envisage networking, that is applied in later work.
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A set of challenges did also emerge, and these are detailed in Section 7 of this report. We
provide a summary of them in the table below, with a recommendation for each success and
challenge in the programme.
Table C: Successes and recommendations
Conclusion from Evaluation report
Several strong innovative projects were
designed and developed in the programme.

Recommendation
The structure and aims of the programme (outlined
above) were effective and appropriate. They should
be incorporated into any further configurations of
innovation programmes.
The level and quality of engagement of the Ensure strong and effective participant engagement
programme delivery team with the through focusing on building strong trusting
participants and their projects.
relationships with the project teams.
The design of the programme, using Flexibility in design of programmes is a benefit when
monitoring to feed participants’ input back to it enables amendments to be made that benefit the
the programme team frequently enabled project. This requires a trusting relationship
timely and appropriate amendments to be between the projects and the programme team
made to the delivery and design.
allowing the possibility of divergence from the initial
plan.
Table D: Challenges and recommendations
Conclusion from Evaluation report
R&D skills are considered particularly useful
by the participants
Identification of the specific problem with
clear research questions was absolutely key to
the project’s viability and success.

Recommendation
Effective R&D is crucial to Innovation. It should be
considered a core skillset in this field, and sufficient
time allowed for it. It should not be assumed that the
project team know the precise problem they are
trying to solve. The process of identifying and
narrowing down the problem should be made
central.
There was a sustained effort to train and Changes in attitudes can be empirically measured
develop strong innovative attitudes, practices and are important elements of innovation. Ways to
and skills.
develop innovative mindsets and measure their
development should be standard elements of
innovation programmes.
The programme enabled the development of Emphasis on collaboration between public-sector
collaborative projects involving both public and third-sector partners is a desirable outcome and
sector and third sector organisations. should be considered. It should also be noted that the
Partnerships between public sector and third support provided must be flexible depending on the
sector organisations take time to put in place, size of the organisations.
but the project’s success depends on this Partnerships must be in place or being put in place at
happening.
the beginning as prerequisite: contracts and formal
agreements between public-sector and third sector
partners, setting out what the nature of the work,
what each partner is contributing, and fully
addressing any need for data-sharing, etc.
It was very difficult to assess (in the early Projects should have specific budget lines identified
stage of the programme, before R&D stage) in advance to ensure credible potential for savings
how likely projects were to make cashable prior to starting R&D. The question “what budget
savings. Some projects were thus funded to do line(s) would the savings come from?” should be
R&D stage but could then not demonstrate included in the application form.
cashable savings. Those projects were
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therefore not funded to continue to
implementation stage.
Cashable savings at project level have been
hard to find for a variety of reasons.

Keeping momentum and focus in the ongoing
work toward ensuring cashable savings is
vital.
Creation of a cohort effect across sectors
requires sustained effort.

External economists should be brought into
programmes aimed at savings early to: build up
skills, and advise on how cashable savings could be
made. Amendments to programme should highlight
these and incorporate solving them as a skill.
The key person is the budget holder. They need to be
fully engaged in projects from the outset - as a core
team member, with allocated time and resources.
Creating cohort / networking effects, which are
effective means of assisting innovation should be
included as core aims of innovation programmes.
Various tools for accomplishing this include the
Troika method.

The most significant barriers and facilitators
to innovation in this programme were
identified as: management buy-in; dedication
of time by the organisation; relationships
between and within teams; and availability of
the required skill sets (imparted in this
project, such as R&D, which has its own
recommendation):
- Senior management buy-in
There could be more emphasis placed on obtaining
commitment in this area and proof of commitment
earlier in the process, e.g. for projects applying for
loans or in implementation phase, a commitment
from a senior manager to attend at least one monthly
meeting on the project?
- Dedicated time available in the organisation Organisation of time should be part of the plan at the
is another barrier or facilitator
outset. Dedicated time is the ideal, to minimise
possibility of not completing key project objectives.
The process of application was improved in Use streamlined and targeted application forms
order to remove bias and be more effective in preceded by Expression of Interest forms to check
finding potentially strong projects. The eligibility.
process might be further improved,
particularly in terms of what information is
required at which stage.
Evaluation must be appropriate to the project. Need to have a very-well planned, flexible evaluation
At least three types of useful evaluation: process built in from beginning so that:
process; monitoring; and outcomes. All have i) monitoring can be carried out effectively and
separate uses and structures. In this findings fed into decision-making process.
programme, outcomes for citizens are likely ii) the processes outlined in the theory of change can
to continue changing beyond the scope of the be measured effectively.
programme, making outcome evaluation Ways to collect data should be flexible enough to
difficult.
allow adaptation within the overall aims of the
programme.
Evaluation of some elements should be designed as
separate projects, with their own budget lines,
because of the timescale. Cashable savings and
impacts on service-users are two such elements.
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2. INTRODUCTION
Public Sector organisations often fail to support new ideas, particularly more radical or riskier
ventures, due to structural and cultural factors that reinforce the status quo and prevent risktaking. Innovation theory and practice suggests that providing external incentives and support
through competitions can: free up time and resources (often referred to as ‘slack’) to develop
and implement new ideas; encourage and increase entrepreneurial activity through boundaryspanning opportunities; and provide the potential to increase the organisational capacity to
conduct similar work in the future.
The Innovate to Save (I2S) Programme, launched in January 2017, is designed to support new
ideas/innovation projects in Wales that have the potential to both:
1. improve public services, and
2. generate cashable savings
This support is provided through a mix of grant funding, non-financial support and the
opportunity to apply for loan-based finance (predominantly unsecured interest-free loans). It is
funded by the Welsh Government and delivered by Y Lab, with support from WCVA. To date
it has been delivered in two sequential versions.
This report focuses on identifying lessons learnt (by teams engaging in the project and the team
implementing the programme) to inform other iterations of such funding schemes.

2.1 Overview of Innovate to Save
The I2S programme in Wales is an innovation competition that was implemented to encourage
people to come forward with more radical and innovative ideas to drive effectiveness and
efficiency across public sector organisations. Key areas of focus in the I2S programme were to
enhance understandings of: (i) how innovation can best be supported to achieve the dual
outcomes of improving services and generating cashable savings; and (ii) the facilitators and
barriers to innovation, when considering how to deliver better services for less money.
The I2S programme arose from an evaluation of the Invest to Save programme, an established
innovation support fund in Wales, where it was recognised a segmented element of the fund
could be established that “could play an active role in supporting the development and testing
of proposed innovations” for more complex and novel projects (Jones and Bristow, 2016).
15

Complex and novel was interpreted for the purposes of I2S as ‘riskier’, in that the projects
sought were characterised by a willingness to test a theory through R&D, and then
consequently implement a plan. By segmenting the fund and setting up the Innovate to Save
programme, public service organisations could be offered the opportunity and space to test,
iterate and evaluate innovation projects and/or ideas before seeking loan-based funding in order
to scale and implement them. Part of the rationale for doing this was to stimulate the number
of ‘riskier projects’ (those with higher levels of uncertainty) seeking Innovation funding from
Welsh government, and create a bespoke offer for organisations considering more radical
options for achieving savings (Y Lab, Innovate to Save programme plan).
The Innovate to Save programme offers grant funding, non-financial support and repayable
loans, supporting public and third sector organisations to prototype, trial, scale and evaluate
innovative projects. Facilitation is provided directly through workshops and innovationmanagement support, as well as by encouraging further peer-based support after project
selection. I2S fell into the research category of ‘innovation focussed’ contests (Adamczyk et
al., 2012). The I2S fund sought to support projects that produced both cashable savings and
better outcomes for service-users. The Welsh Government commissioned Y Lab, the Public
Services Innovation Lab for Wales, to manage and evaluate the I2S programme. Y Lab is a
partnership between Cardiff University and Nesta.
The I2S programme ends in December 2020. There were two versions of the I2S programme
delivered, corresponding to two funding calls (January 2017; and February 2018). For ease of
reference, from here on, the two I2S funding rounds and versions of the programme will
subsequently be referred to as I2S version 1 (I2S V1) and I2S version 2 (I2S V2). Public and
third-sector organisations in Wales (including local authorities, health boards, charities and
social enterprises) were invited to nominate a project/submit an application to be supported by
the I2S fund. Funding of between £5,000 and £15,000 per project for the call in January 2017,
and £5,000-30,000 for the 2018 call was available.
The two funding waves brought in a total of 70 applications (v1 = 50; v2 = 20) submitted to
the I2S programme. Fifteen innovation projects (v1 = 8; v2 = 7) received funding to prototype
and test their innovation ideas during a research and development phase. Four of the fifteen
innovation projects (v1 = 2; v2 = 2) that completed the Research and Development phase were
successful in obtaining additional Welsh Government loan-based funding to scale and
implement their innovation. Further details regarding these applications and funding projects
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is provided in Section 4 (Delivery).

2.2 Structure of Innovate to Save
I2S had three discrete phases: Awareness Raising & Engagement; Research and Development;
Implementation. This format was developed in order to effectively support public and thirdsector organisations (including social enterprises and public/private sector partnerships) in:
1. the development of new ideas into research and development projects;
2. the prototyping and testing of new ideas; and
3. the rolling out of those ideas that have the capacity to improve services and generate
savings.
These were then implemented in three phases as illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The three phases of Innovate to Save

Teams that wanted to participate in the R&D phase submitted an application at the end of Phase
1 – the Awareness Raising & Engagement phase – for a place in the R&D phase. Those projects
successfully completing Phase 2 (Research and Development) - and demonstrating initial
evidence for an improvement in services and the potential to generate ‘cashable savings’- were
invited to submit a business case to apply for Welsh Government loan-based funding, to enable
them to scale and implement their innovation projects in Phase 3 (Implementation).
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The I2S programme was intended to be an iterative process. It was amended between the first
and second waves of funding in response to feedback and reflection. This led to two different
versions of the programme, i.e. Version 1 and Version 2. The changes to the programme
delivery are discussed in Section 4 (Delivery). The dates of the phases and funding rounds for
both versions are summarised in Figure 1.

2.3 Phases of Innovate to Save
2.3.1 Phase 1 – Awareness Raising & Engagement
Phase 1 of the I2S programme included: informational briefings; broad pre-application support,
utilising a range of blogs, and in v1 – skills-building workshops – and in v2 – a seminar series
(“innovation conversations”); and individual support to teams considering submitting an
application. The blog posts provided links to additional resources or materials that applicants
could draw upon to support the application process. At the end of Phase 1, an application
assessment stage took place for entry into the R&D phase.
2.3.2 Phase 2 – R&D
The R&D phase ran as a cohort of teams, each provided with ‘grant’ funding, non-financial
support, and a programme of workshops to bring the cohort together (“bootcamps”). The
amount of grant funding provided varied up to a maximum amount of £15K for v1 and £30K
for v2. Non-financial support was provided in the R&D phase to introduce funded project teams
to a range of innovation tools (e.g. theory of change; problem-solving) and methods (e.g.
innovation, research and development and service design methods) to support the ongoing
development of their project. As set out in the Logic Model (Appendix 1) there was an
emphasis within the I2S programme on networking, which entailed the fostering of ‘cohortbased’ learning. All project teams successfully attaining funding were therefore required to
attend three structured workshops (known as ‘Bootcamps’), at the beginning, middle and
towards the end of the R&D phase. The Bootcamps covered a range of topics including: project
set-up; prototyping and testing; and writing-up the R&D report.
In addition to the Bootcamps, project teams also participated in workshop(s) to assist with:
setting up the project; refining the R&D plan; and identifying concerns or additional support
needs. I2S project participants were required to submit monthly research diaries/ project
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journals which incorporate reflections on the progress of their project, and participate in
monthly catch-up telephone meetings.
Towards the end of the R&D phase, project teams were invited to submit a business case for
repayable loan finance to enable them to scale up/roll out their ideas/innovation project.
Support with financial modelling was provided by external consultants. The format for this
support varied between v1 and v2.
A range of other non-financial support was also provided in-house as well as externally. Inhouse support can include bespoke sessions/workshops with project teams to introduce servicedesign methods/tools (i.e. user personas, stakeholder mapping). Additional externally-provided
support could include data-analysis support, data-modelling and the development of
infographics.
At the end of the R&D Phase, participating teams could apply for the third “Implementation”
phase by completing a business case. In v1, the projects either completed a businesss case for
progression to the Implementation Phase, or completed an R&D report. In v2, all projects had
to complete an R&D report and then decided whether or not to submit a business case for
progression.
2.3.3 Phase 3 – Implementation
Successful applicants for the Implementation Phase then received repayable loan finance, and
a further 12 months of support to enable them to implement and evaluate their idea/innovation
project. Longer term evaluation and monitoring of these projects could either be done in
collaboration with Y Lab, by an external partner or by the successful team, but all teams were
strongly encouraged to include sufficient budget for their evaluation.

2.4 Focus of this evaluation report
This evaluation report presents findings from a process evaluation of the I2S programme (v1
and v2). It should be noted that the parameters for this evaluation are from the commencement
of Phase 1 (Awareness Raising and Engagement) up until the end of Phase 2 (Research and
Development) across both versions of the programme, and the earliest stages of
implementation. For the purposes of this evaluation, this latter phase included the preparation,
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submission and initial approval of business cases for Phase 3 (Implementation) of the I2S
programme. The timeframe under review in this report is from January 2017 to October 2020.
For the four projects who progressed to the implementation phase, it was envisaged as ranging
from three to five years in terms of delivery of the project, and up to 10 years to fully realise
savings and repay the loan. It therefore, is not possible in this report to identify and/or measure
impacts in terms of: (i) improved outcomes for service users, (ii) service improvements or (iii)
savings or revenue generated through the implementation of the innovation projects. Hence,
this report is restricted to outcomes for the programme participants, as well as the process
evaluation. Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used to increase the richness of the
data, and participants are followed up over time in a cohort design. As detailed in the MRC
guidance 1, the process evaluation broadly looks at: delivery; mechanisms of impact; and
context. Details of the evaluation and framework are provided in section 3 (Methods).
Research questions
The key research question and associated sub-questions that this evaluation seeks to address
are outlined below:

RQ: How did the planned activities in Innovate to Save affect the quality and quantity of
public services innovation projects applying for Welsh Government loan-based funding and
implementing innovative projects, and in which contexts?
Sub-questions:
1. What did we deliver and how did we do it? (Delivery)
2. Did it lead to change and if so, how? (Mechanisms of impact)
3. How did the context affect the delivery and outcomes? (Context)
It is important to point out that this evaluation has been conducted by members of the Y Lab
team who have neither been involved directly in the programme delivery, nor in
managing/supporting projects. The members of the team conducting the evaluation were not
employed at the outset of the project. Two members were appointed toward the end of I2S v1
Phase 2, and one at the end of I2S v2 Phase 2.

1

https://www.bmj.com/content/350/bmj.h1258
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This evaluation - as a learning tool and basis for informed discussion - focuses on:


identifying positive and negative outcomes for those who participated in the R&D
phase of the I2S programme;



the impact of the learning process on project teams;



the effectiveness of Y Lab’s methods of working with the teams;



in addition to the cash savings, we are interested in ways to understand and evidence
non-cash returns, such as proficiency in and enthusiasm for, innovation.
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3. METHODS
3.1 Research design
This evaluation is primarily a process evaluation focusing on the various processes that
comprised the programme across its two versions. As noted in 2.4, cashable savings will not
be neasurable at this stage in the project cycle, however indications of the types of progress
made in that area -as of Autumn 2020- are covered in section 6.
At the start of I2S, an underpinning logic model was developed, identifying intended outcomes
at each of four levels – organisations, networks, individuals, and ideas (see Appendix 1). This
logic model was used to inform the design of some of the data collection tools.

3.2 Summary of data sources
Processes and outcomes of the Innovate to Save programme were evaluated using a range of
methods:


Qualitative, research interview data were collected via semi-structured interviews with
both programme participants, as well as programme staff involved in the delivery
and/or design of the programme;



Documentary analysis of the application forms to the R&D phase;



Observations and short feedback survey data collected at workshops and bootcamps;



Longitudinal, quantitative data was collected via e-surveys of participants at baseline
and follow-up;



Participant observations of events occurring during the R&D phase were collected in
reflective logs/project journals, and logging of monthly catch up calls.

The subsequent sections provide further details regarding the collection of data through: (i)
research interviews, (ii) e-surveys, and (iii) research diaries/project journals.
A summary of the data collected for the programme evaluation is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1: Data collected for the process evaluation-I2S v1 and v2
I2S
Version

Awareness Raising
& Engagement
phase

Research and Development
phase

Post R&D and during the
Implementation phase

Version 1

- Social media
analysis/analytics

- 3 Bootcamps attendance data
and feedback forms
- 88 Monthly research diaries

5 participant interviews

- 5 Briefing sessions
attendance data
- 11 pre-application
workshops
attendance data and
feedback forms
- 50 applications
- 32 Baseline esurvey responses

Version 2

- 15 Follow-up e-survey
responses
(8 funded projects, 7 nonfunded projects)
- 4 End of R&D reports
- 4 Loan applications
- 11 participant interviews at
end R&D

- Social media
analysis/analytics

- 12 participant interviews at
start R&D

- 4 Briefing sessions
attendance data
- 4 Innovation
Conversations
attendance data and
feedback forms

- 3 Bootcamps attendance data
and feedback forms
- 57 Monthly project journals

- 20 applications
- 20 Baseline esurvey responses

- Financial modelling projectspecific workshop feedbacks

- Set-up project-specific
workshop feedbacks

- 14 Follow-up e-survey
responses
(12 funded projects, 2 nonfunded projects)
- 7 End of R&D reports
- 3 Loan applications
- 10 participant interviews at
end R&D
- 8 programme staff
interviews
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6 participant interviews
(5 project teams)

3.3 Research interviews
As part of the programme evaluation a series of interviews were conducted with both I2S
programme participants, as well as with I2S programme level staff. The design of the interview
schedules (Appendices 2-7) were informed by the logic model (see Appendix 1). Further details
regarding these interviews, and the themes identified from the analysis of the interviews, are
outlined in the subsequent sections.
All of the interviews (with programme participants and programme staff) conducted for the
programme evaluation have been transcribed in full and imported in to NVIVO 12 for analysis.
3.3.1 I2S programme participant interviews – data collection
There were two sets of interviews carried out for the evaluation. The first set took place at two
points: (i) towards the end of R&D phase (v1 projects) (11 interviews); and (ii) towards the
beginning and end of the R&D phase (v2 projects) (22 interviews). Interview invitations were
extended to all members of each team in both v1 and v2 for the interview conducted during the
R&D phase. In this set, a total of 33 interviews (31 single participant interviews, 2 combined
participant interviews) were conducted with 26 of the I2S programme participants from 12 of
the 15 projects who successfully attained funding to take part in the R&D Phase of the I2S
programme.
I2S programme participants were further invited to participate in semi-structured interviews at
1-2 years after completion of R&D (v1 and v2 projects), and 1-2 years into the implementation
phase (v1 and v2 loan projects only). These additional follow-up interview invitations were
extended to one member from each project team, with the option of additional team member
inclusion. The purpose of these interviews was to explore participants’ experiences of Phases
1 & 2 of the Innovate to Save programme, and their perceptions regarding how/ whether the
various elements of the programme had supported (or hindered) the development of their
innovation project. In this set, 10 interviews were conducted.
All of these interviews were carried out by one member of the research team conducting the
evaluation. Further details about the interviews are provided below.
3.3.1.1 R&D phase interviews – I2S v1
Interviews were conducted with six of eight funded project teams in v1, with two teams not
opting to participate. There were a total of 11 participants across the six participating project
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teams. Two projects each had one person interviewed, another three projects each had two
people interviewed, and one project had three people interviewed. Interviews took place
between March 2018 and November 2018. The interview schedule is in Appendix 2.
3.3.1.2 R&D phase interviews – I2S v2
Interviews were conducted with six of seven funded project teams towards the beginning of
the R&D Phase (12 interviews) and with the same six teams at the end of the R&D phase (10
interviews), with one team not opting to particpate. There were a total of 15 participants across
the six project teams. The interview schedules are in Appendices 3 and 4.
Nine individuals, across 5/6 of the participating project teams, participated in interviews at both
time points (16 interviews in total: 14 interviews with one participant, 2 interviews with two
participants). Four participants only took part in interviews at the beginning of the R&D phase.
Two participants only took part in interviews at the end of the R&D phase.
3.3.1.3 Post R&D and implementation follow-up interviews- I2S v1 and v2
Follow-up interviews were conducted with 10 funded project teams. This included participants
from project teams: one to two years post the completion of the R&D Phase, and one to two
years post the commencement of their implementation phase. There were a total of 11
participants across the two versions of the I2S programme (5 participants v1; 6 participants
v2). The interview schedules are in Appendices 5-6.
3.3.2 I2S Programme staff interviews – data collection
Programme level staff (i.e. Cardiff University/Nesta) involved in the delivery of the I2S
programme were invited to participate in semi-structured interviews in November 2019, to
share their experiences of running the programme (Versions 1 & 2: Phases 1 & 2). Invitations
to participate in an interview were also extended to the programme lead in Welsh Government
and the key partner in WCVA. Invited participants had contributed to/ or had responsibility for
one or more of the following areas: I2S application review/funding decisions; programme
design; project management; and/or research support. Interviews were restricted to current staff
involved in the design and/or delivery of the programme. 2

There were a number of staffing changes during Version 1 of the Innovate to Save programme. Five
members of staff who left the I2S programme team had been involved in either (a) the initial
conception/design of the programme and/or (b) delivery of I2S version 1.
2
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The purpose of these interviews was to explore staff perceptions of key insights/learning and
the main challenges and successes from running the programme. These issues were explored
in relation to: (a) the organisations delivering and funding the programme (i.e. Y Lab and
Welsh Government), and (b) I2S programme participants across the vaious phases of the
programme. The interview schedule is in Appendix 7. A total of eight interviews were
conducted in November 2019. Two members of the Y Lab team undertaking this evaluation
each conducted four interviews.
3.3.3 I2S programme participant interviews – thematic coding
Preliminary categories for coding the interviews were developed by the researchers
undertaking the evaluation on the basis of listening to audio files / reviewing and reading
interview transcripts. This initial review phase led to the identification of five broad
categories/themes and sub-categories/themes:
Initial broad themes and sub-themes


Attitude Shift (Conceptual and Practical);



Barriers (Scheme and Organisation),



Facilitators (Scheme, Organisation, Other);



Skills (Application of Skills, Potential/ Future Application, Value)



Definitions of innovation

Revised themes
Two researchers independently coded two interviews using these broad themes and then
compared results to assess the consistency of their coding and the requirement to further refine
the initial categories/ themes. As a result of this initial comparison/coding, the themes that
were ultimately coded were:


Definitions of innovation;



Facilitators of success. These were divided into external (relating to the team’s home
organisation) and internal (to do with the I2S programme structure).



Barriers to success (as above).



Skills. The development and application of skills learned or honed in the programme to
the work on the projects (or other projects).
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Attitudinal shift (see section 5). This captures expressions of changing mindsets around
innovation and its feasibility brought about with reference to experiences of the
programme.



Value co-creation (see section 5)

The explanation and rationale for this is in Appendix 8.
3.3.4 I2S Programme staff interviews – thematic coding
Preliminary categories for coding the interviews were developed on the basis of listening to
audio files / reviewing and reading interview transcripts. This initial review phase led to the
identification of four broad categories/themes and sub-categories/themes:
Initial broad themes and sub-themes


Facilitators



Barriers



Learning



Revisions

Revised themes
Two researchers independently coded an interview each using these broad themes and then
compared results to assess the consistency of their coding and the requirement to further refine
the initial categories/ themes. As a result of this initial comparison/coding, the themes were
ultimately coded across five categories which were:


Facilitators of success. These were divided into external (relating to project participant,
team and/or the project team’s organisation) and internal (to do with the I2S programme
delivery team, Organisations(s) and/or the I2S Scheme).



Barriers to success (as above).



Learning. This category was divided into external (relating to project participant, team
and/or the project team’s organisation) and internal (to do with the I2S programme
delivery team, Organisations(s) and/or the I2S Scheme). An additional category was
added ‘Strategic reflections’ to capture learning across the range of organisations
involved in the design/development and/or delivery of the I2S Scheme.
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Outcomes. This category was divided into external (relating to project participant, team
and/or the project team’s organisation) and internal (to do with the I2S programme
delivery team, Organisations(s) and/or the I2S Scheme).



Revisions

It should be noted that after coding all the interviews there was found to be a degree of overlap
between the categories ‘Learning’ and ‘Outcomes’. The material from these two categories
mainly contributed to Section 6 of this report.

3.4 Electronic baseline and follow-up questionnaires
In May 2017 (I2S v1) and July 2018 (I2S v2), following application submission for entry to
the R&D phase, all applicants were asked to complete a confidential electronic (e)questionnaire (baseline survey) about their current role, skills, commitment and perspectives
on the programme and their organisation. The design of the survey was informed in part by the
logic model (see Appendix 1). All applicants were invited to complete a follow-on survey at
the end of the R&D phase using the same method, regardless of whether or not they completed
the baseline survey.
However, there a number of issues with these quantitative survey data, among them:


the low completion of follow-up surveys, particularly among those who were
unsuccessful in applying to the R&D phase;



completion of the surveys was sometimes not by the most relevant person in the team;



different people from the same teams completed the follow-up and baseline surveys;



questions about the individual’s and organisation’s support and capacity for the
programme may not be answered truthfully at the time of application submission,
despite assurances of confidentiality.

For these reasons we have not presented detailed results from the e-survey in this report, and
will make occasional reference to results only when highly relevant.

3.5 Research diaries/ project journals
During the R&D phase, teams were asked to submit monthly documentary evidence (i.e.
research diaries / project journals) to provide complementary data on their experience as the
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supported cohort, and to contribute to generating additional hypotheses and insights about
innovation and innovation support programmes in the public sector. The format for these
research diaries / project journals varied between v1 and v2, with a more structured approach
in v1, contrasted with a more flexible format in v1. The designs of the research diaries / project
journals were informed in part by the logic model (see Appendix 1). Participants in v2 were
encouraged to consider alternative methods for capturing their monthly reflections, such as
blog posts or video entries, but in general the participants did not take up this option, preferring
the provided format. Although teams were encouraged to include reflections, for some
participants, these served more as an aide memoire and a useful starting point for the monthly
catch-up calls held with the Y Lab team, rather than an opportunity to update and reflect as the
project progressed.
Although the research diaries / project journals contained useful information, they have not all
been analysed in full . The selection that were analysed broadly reflected concepts already
captured in the participant interviews. For this reason, we have not presented detailed results
from the research diaries/project journals in this report, and will make occasional reference to
results only when highly relevant.
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4. DELIVERY
This section discusses the delivery of the I2S programme across both funding waves (I2S v1:
January 2017 and I2S v2: February 2018) in terms of ‘what was implemented’ and ‘how this
was undertaken’ (See section 2.4 for details of the research questions addressed in this
evaluation). This is discussed in relation to the first two phases of the I2S programme. Variation
between the two different versions of the programme (I2S v1 and I2S v2) is also discussed.
This section of the report also draws on the preliminary/draft write-up of Phase 1 of version 1
of Innovate to Save written by a former member of the research team undertaking the
evaluation (Y Lab, 2017). As the I2S programme has undergone revisions and iterations
between version 1 and version 2 of the programme (see section 4.5), it is not always possible
to directly compare the analysis of Phase 1 of I2S v1 presented in the November 2017 report
with that of I2S v2.

4.1 Phase 1: Awareness raising & engagement
4.1.1 Activities
The activity at the Awareness raising stage contained a number of inputs (see the Logic Model
in Appendix 1) from the I2S programme team in the form of media announcements, open
briefing sessions, blog posts, facilitated workshops (I2S v1 only) and a series of talks,
“Innovation conversations”, by experienced innovators (I2S v2 only). The outputs (see also
the Logic Model in Appendix 1) were aimed at diffusion of programme to the widest numbers;
stimulation of exchange and ideas [between participants]; development of the I2S application
process; matchmaking activity, relationships explored [by participants] and support and
guidance provided [to aid application].
4.1.2 Social Media strategy
A Social Media strategy aimed at attracting and activating participants around I2S v1 and I2S
v2 ran from January 2017 and February 2018 respectively, until the end of the application
phases (May 2017; July 2018). Potential applicants were invited through both targeted email
and the more public social media communication to attend briefing sessions where the
programme aims and objectives were outlined. These were delivered by Y Lab and Welsh
Government.
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During I2S v1, the I2S website gained 6,585 unique page views – 85% UK (2nd USA - 121)
peaking in the early phases of the programme. Blog pieces kept a steady flow of readers to
the website though the number of reads and shares.
Figure 2. Individual blogs on I2S workshop topics

The results in Figure 2 highlight some of the anticipated difficulty in engaging people in the
trickier financial elements of the programme and the explicit need to generate and evidence
savings. This is an issue that was recognised in both versions of the I2S programme, with
external support provided to those who successfully gained funding to participate in the R&D
phase.
The blog posts developed for I2S version 1 are still available on the Innovate to Save website,
a number of which contain reference to specific tools to support the development of an idea
and potential application to Innovate to Save. The material covered in the I2S v1 blog posts
relates to the content of the pre-application workshops (discussed later in this chapter) that ran
in Phase 1 of version 1 of the programme.
Two blog posts were developed for the Awareness Raising & Engagement phase of I2S version
2 and published in June/July 2018. The first blog post referenced a toolkit with links to 5 key
tools (Y Lab Problem cards; People and Connections map; Jobs to be done; Theory of Change;
12 Economies) and a second blog post provided tips for submissions to support the application
process – the number of unique page views were 357 and 166 respectively. All of the tools
referenced in the I2S v2 ‘slimline’ application toolkit were available in I2S v1 and introduced
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in the I2S v1 pre-application workshops.
4.1.3 Briefing sessions
A series of briefing sessions were held across both versions of I2S to introduce potential I2S
applicants to the programme.
For v1 there were five briefing sessions held in March 2017 (4 in Cardiff, 1 in Bangor), with
149 attendees from 189 registrations. For v2 there were four briefing sessions held in May 2018
(2 in Cardiff, 1 in Carmarthen, 1 in Wrexham), with 73 attendees from 105 registrations.
The spread of organisations registered for these briefings is indicated in Figure 3. Similarities
can be seen in both versions of the Innovate to Save briefings, in terms of levels of interest in
particular workforce sectors. Of note, across both versions of the I2S briefings (I2S v1 and I2S
v2) was the large attendance by third sector organisations. The attendance of private
organisations registering for the briefings potentially shows the wider organisational spread
achieved in the engagement phases. The briefing sessions potentially offered an additional
networking element to bring the different sectors together and encourage dialogue.
Figure 3. Registrations for I2S v1 and I2s v2 briefings by sector

The majority of delegates registered for the briefings in I2S v1 indicated that they had been
notified about the event by a colleague (43% of delegates). The other main information sources
referred to were: Welsh Government (26%); Twitter (8%); Y Lab team/Nesta (7%); and the
Welsh Council for Voluntary Organisations/WCVA (4%). This could suggest that access to
the networks across Welsh Government in I2S v1 was well navigated, and people were openly
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discussing the programme. This differed in I2S v2 with: 27% of delegates indicating that they
had been notified by a colleague; 17% by email or circular; 10% by social media or Twitter;
10% due to previous involvement in the I2S programme; and the remainder mainly stating this
was via alternative networks such as the WCVA or other networks. A small number (3%) of
I2S v2 delegates reported that they had been notified by the Y Lab/Nesta team, but did not
indicate that they had previous involvement in the programme. The differences seen here may
have been related to greater awareness of the I2S programme, given previous engagement and
wider availability of on-line information regarding the Innovate to Save Programme v2,
compared to v1 of the programme. Interest in re-engaging with the programme in I2S v2 is
potentially a positive observation.
The main reasons provided for wishing to attend the briefings in I2S v1 is summarised in Table
2. This would seem to suggest that many people who attended the briefing sessions were
motivated to develop an existing idea around the innovation themes outlined in the I2S call for
proposals.
Table 2: Reasons participants reported for attending the briefing sessions
Response
Funding potential / opportunities

v1
(n=146)
18%

v2
(n=101)
17%

17%
16%
16%
11%
22%

16%
16%
26%
16%
9%

Information gathering
Idea in mind
Innovation theme /Money / theme / I2S
Area of expertise / relevance
Others3

The results in terms of ‘funding potential’, ‘information-gathering’ and coming with ‘ideas in
mind’ were remarkably consistent across v1 and v2. We also identified increases in the scores
for ‘relevance’ / area of expertise’, and ‘Innovation themes’. However, three things should be
noted: first, the margin for error on samples of this size is quite large; second, the original
verbatim answers do not lend themselves to being more precisely categorised than this. Third,
the ‘innovation theme’ category was boosted in v2 by answers that indicated that people
attended because they were interested in doing innovation, and were also aware of the specifics
of I2S due to the spread of information about the first round. Clearly this is a factor that could
only have been in play for v2. Interest in the I2S ‘brand’ therefore accounted for around 10%

3

Includes: location, networking, how to apply, etc.
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of attendees at the v2 briefing session. We can conclude that interest in innovation, funding for
innovation and the specifics of the I2S scheme were stronger attractions in v2.
4.1.4 I2S v1: Pre-application Workshops
In the second part of the engagement phase, and following on from the briefing sessions, 11
open workshops were delivered between 28th March and 29th April 2017. The workshop
activities were structured around 6 sessions (see Box 1) providing practical advice (expert led)
aimed towards helping participants work up their own ideas, using specific Nesta tools, to build
and submit applications at the end of the Awareness Raising & Engagement phase. Workshops
1-3 and 5-6 were run twice (once in Cardiff and once in Llanwrst), while session 4 was run
once (in Cardiff).
Box 1: workshop activity sessions at open workshops (March-April 2017)
1. Challenges Designed to introduce people to the programme and help them to develop
their own ideas in order to build towards the application phase in May.
2. Developing Ideas Provided practical tools and advice to help applicants shape ideas,
with a focus on the needs and involvement of service users.
3. Team & Collaboration designed to give participants practical tools to help put together
a successful innovation team, to map project stakeholders and ensure that the right people
are involved from day one.
4. Generating Savings Introduced the '12 economies method' - a tool that can help public
and third sector organisations identify new ways to generate savings and to think differently
about how they deliver their services.
5. Accounting for savings A session to help people understand how to compile a
business case for their Innovation projects.
6. R&D Providing guidance on how to design and deliver R&D projects, introducing the key
stages of R&D for public services.

The workshops provided extended opportunities for connecting and sharing ideas with 322
attendances from across the public service sector in Wales (Figure 4). All the sessions were
evaluated by questionnaire after the session, and some short, follow-up telephone interviews
were conducted. A few key points can be noted from these evaluations in relation to the aims
of the programme. Firstly, people on average (over all 11 workshops) stated their expectations
of the workshops were fully met, and that they made connections to people with whom they
felt they could potentially collaborate. People particularly appreciated the sessions’ ability to
help network and share cross-collaborative learning. This was aided by the continuation of the
cross-sector presence and diversity of participants, starting at the earlier briefing stage which
continued into the workshops.
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Figure 4: Workshop attendances by sector in v1 (n=322)

Using tools was one of the things people enjoyed most about the workshops, but this also
extended to continuing to use the tools in the workplace, both to develop applications, but also
on further, un-related, innovation activity. In the sessions people explained how the tools
helped them to understand key points. For example, “How user personas help build empathy
and help build our understanding of the problem and to be able to identify solutions” & also
the “Importance of using the right tools to frame the discussion”.
People continued to use the tools outside the workshops. Follow-up telephone interviews with
participants revealed further utility [Housing strategy manager] “A [colleague] came back
raving about the sessions and the tools being used, and we are now using the ‘jobs you do’ tool
to develop our housing strategy for the next 12 months” [Charity director] “[after the sessions]
I went out and bought the innovation toolkit [Nesta resource] and have been using the “super
heroes” tool to help develop my own team”. Fire Services were also reported to be using the
tool to better refine ideas to bring to the next session.
The tools also figured highly in workshop
evaluation when people were asked to
comment on what’s the one thing you will
action as a result of today? Comments
adjacent;
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“Utilising the tools learnt in personal project”
“Test the generate ideas tool”
“Generate a solid idea using the tools”
“Utilising some of the tools to address my
organisations problems/issues”
“Continue to use the tools provided within
our new team (partnership)”
“Revisit + reflect on the tools used to day to
become more familiar; Sharing tools and
techniques with team”

One applicant who came to every session used the structured design of the workshops to build
an (accepted) application and commented;
"I found the whole process stimulating...I found it was very helpful [both] for my own
development but it also provided a good catalyst to bring organisations together for our
project…. it allowed us to bring potential partners together and gave us that time out to reflect
on where we were going, and [through this] we recognised very quickly that we were trying to
do too much too quickly, so we had to take a step back...the way it was conducted created a
comfortable and safe environment to share ideas"
The workshops stimulated a high level of activity and interaction with many of the participants
who requested assistance and dialogue to build stronger applications. This was reflected in the
quality of the submitted applications.
People completing the Baseline e-survey in v1 felt that the workshops that focussed on
economic modelling, R&D and data had been the most useful in helping them prepare their
applications.
4.1.5 I2S v2: Innovation Conversations
In contrast to I2S v1, pre-application workshops were not held in version 2 of the programme.
Instead a series of ‘Innovation conversations’ – a series of talks by experienced innovators –
were held in late June/ early July 2018. The talks were intended to inspire and encourage
organisations to be ambitious through showing real world examples and case studies. These
were promoted via blog posts and through Twitter.
The Innovation conversations were delivered by external speakers as detailed in Table 3. One
of the Innovation conversations was delivered in both Wrexham and Cardiff. Additionally, the
session delivered by Future Gov was recorded and a blog post regarding this event posted on
the Nesta website (with 213 views of the recording as of 31st March 2020). A total of 74 people
registered for these events at which 39 people were marked as checked attendances.
Two additional Innovation Conversations were planned (1 Cardiff, 1 Swansea) but these had
to be cancelled due to illness. Fairly small numbers of people had registered to attend at the
time these sessions were cancelled (11 registrations in total).
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Table 3: Innovation Conversations – I2S v2
Innovation Conversation
Behavioural Insights Team
Deputy Chief Medical Officer WalesCardiff
Deputy Chief Medical Officer Wales Wrexham
Future Gov
Total

Numbers registered
14
27

Checked attendances
9
11

9

6

24
74

13
39

In total, 18 feedback forms were completed across the 4 events. The Innovation Conversations
were generally perceived as useful. Two of the respondents completing the feedback form
indicated that they had come to the Innovation Conversation with an emerging idea, 12 without
an idea, and four did not provide a response to this question.

4.2 Applications for the R&D Phase
The application process for teams applying for grant funding to undertake R&D in Phase 2 of
the I2S programme consisted of two stages:
1st stage: the submission of a grant/research proposal 4;
2nd stage: participation in an interview for a selected number of shortlisted teams5.
At the end of the first stage of the application process (I2S v1 and I2S v2), the applications
were appraised and scored by a panel which included members from Y Lab, Nesta, Welsh
Government, and WCVA. Where relevant, additional external panel members in Cardiff
University were invited to score the application forms. Applications were scored across the
four domains of the application form: challenge; idea; team; and R&D plan.
4.2.1 Overview: Innovate to Save Applications
A total of 70 applications were submitted to the I2S programme at the end of the Awareness
Raising & Engagement phases. Overall, there were considerably fewer applications in v2
(n=20) as opposed to v1 (n=50). This resulted from a deliberate policy involving: filtering
applications that were better-suited to other funding solutions; modifying the criteria to

4

Guidance for applicants R&D phase Innovate to Save
Interview process revised in I2S v2 to minimise the potential for bias in the selection process. See blog posthttps://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/can-we-mitigate-gender-bias-innovation-funding/
5
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encourage ‘riskier’projects, and withdrawing the thematic focus of v1. The aim was to have
fewer but higher-quality and more innovative projects to pick from.
A breakdown of the applications submitted to v1 and v2 of the Innovate to Save programme
according to the sector of the lead applicant is provided in Figure 5. The three main sectors
submitting applications to the scheme across both funding waves are Health, Third Sector and
Local Government. In terms of the types of organisation involved in I2S, there was also a very
slight shift in third sector take-up, from 28% to 30%. The health sector’s representation fell
slightly, from 32%–25%, with local government accounting for 30% in both versions. It should
be noted however, that each organisation accounts for 5% of the total in v2, whereas in v1 they
accounted for only 2% each, so these small changes are not statistically significant. The final
division in v2 was therefore around 30% each for these sectors, with emergency services and
others making up the rest.
Figure 5: Applications to I2S versions 1 and 2, by sector of lead applicant
(Note: private sector organisations could not be lead applicant)

In version 1 of I2S, applications were invited in relation to four thematic areas (Data and
Digital; Social Prescribing, Looked-after Children; and Procurement) and a fifth “open call”
area. This was subsequently changed in I2S v2, which was exclusively on an ‘open call’ basis
for submission. I2S v1 applications were found to be dominated by two main themes (Data and
Digital; and Social Prescribing) with a poorer response around Looked-after Children, and none
for Procurement (Figure 6). Additionally, a quarter of applications were around un-themed
topics. Despite the open call in v2, there were still 9 of 20 (45%) v2 applications in one of these
three themes (with none for procurement). However, 55% of v2 applications were on themes
other than those highlighted in v1, compared to 26% of v1 applications.
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Figure 6. Applications to I2S versions 1 and 2, by thematic area
(Note: these themes were specifically highlighted in v1 but not in v2)

Twenty-six of the 70 projects which submitted an application to the I2S programme were
invited to participate in an interview (16 projects I2S v1; 10 projects I2S v2). Fifteen of those
projects participating in this 2nd stage of the application process were subsequently awarded
funding to participate in the R&D phase of I2S (8 projects I2S v1; 7 projects I2S v2).
A breakdown of the fifteen successful projects according to the sector of the lead applicant is
provided in Figure 7. Although the numbers are only small, it appears that the majority of
projects funded through this scheme are based in the third sector. This suggestion is, however,
slightly muddied in I2S v2, as one of the projects classed as third sector was a joint project
between a third sector organisation and Public Health Wales.
Figure 7: Funded projects in I2S version 1 and 2, by sector of lead applicant

Of note, among applicants who completed the Baseline e-survey, almost a third (10 of 32) in
I2S v1, and 20% (4/20) in I2S v2, had not planned to carry out the innovation project prior to
becoming aware of the I2S programme.
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4.2.2 Applications by partnerships
A review of the I2S applications across I2S v1 and I2S v2 revealed that 40-60% of the
applications were Applications by Partnership i.e. there was more than one organisation on the
application (v1: 30/50 = 60%; v2 8/20 = 40%). Although this is an interesting observation, this
cannot be directly attributed to the I2S programme itself, apart from private/public sector
applications. The Y Lab, Innovate to Save Programme Plan (p.4) specifies that Y Lab is keen
to work with projects which “Involve a partnership model where investment made into one
organisation is likely to accrue savings in another organisation or sector.” This was not,
however, made a formal requirement for applicants to the scheme, apart from those with
applicants in private-sector organisations. Private-sector organisations could only apply to the
I2S scheme in partnership with a public-service organisation. This might be an issue to consider
in future versions of similar programmes alongside how to encourage, encourage and formalise
potential partnerships.
4.2.3 Applications by level and type of funding
A summary of the level of funding applied for across the two versions of the I2S is provided
in Table 4. The differences seen here are partially accounted for by the increased level of
funding made available in I2S v2 for larger projects (up to £30k). This increased funding
increment was announced part way through the call for I2S v2 applications. Had this been in
place at the outset of I2S v2, the nature and range of projects applying to the I2S scheme picture
could have potentially differed.
Table 4: Innovate to Save R&D applications-Level of funding requested
Innovate to Save Applications
Total Amount Applied for
Average amount per project
No. of v1 projects applying for full amount (£15,000)
No of v2 projects applying for more than £15,000

v1
£678,797.68
£13,575.95
21/50

v2
£419,200.10
£20,960.01
10/20

As part of the I2S application process (I2S v1 and I2S v2), projects were also invited to include
matched funding (i.e. ‘in kind’ funding). Details of the proposed ‘in kind’ funding are provided
in Table 5. These findings could be seen to indicate the potential commitment of organisations
to the development of their innovation projects. Alternatively, this could also indicate that the
level of grant funding available, particularly in version 1, did not reflect the resource
commitments for organisations submitting applications.
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Table 5: Innovate to Save R&D applications- Projects offering in kind funding
Innovate to Save Applications

v1
(n=50)
30 (60%)
£361,197.50
£7,223.95
£0.53
£12,039.92

Projects offering in kind
Total in kind put forward
Average in kind per project
Average in kind vs. grant per £1 requested
Average in kind per project offering in kind

v2
(n=20)
15 (75%)
£166,275.96
£8,313.80
£0.40
£11,085.06

The total amount of funding applied for by projects in both versions of the programme is
provided in Table 6. The higher proportion of in kind vs. total funding seen in I2S v1 may be
attributable to the revised and increased grant funding available in I2S v2.
Table 6: Innovate to Save R&D applications- Total value of projects
Innovate to Save Applications
Total value of projects (grant and in kind)
% of in kind vs. total
Average value of project

v1
£1,039,995.18
35%
£20,799.90

v2
£585,476.06
28%
£29,273.80

The analysis presented in this report has not examined the nature of the funding applied for by
the projects who were successful in attaining R&D grant funding. Future work could examine
how many of these ‘successful projects’ proposed ‘in kind’ funding. For those that did, it might
be interesting to explore: (i) the extent to which the “in kind” resources were actually
committed within organisations and (ii) the implications of managing and funding innovations
project when adopting such a model.
Both v1 and v2 applicants completing baseline e-surveys indicated that networking both
internally and externally was the key element that the initial funding would provide.

4.3 Phase 2: Research and Development Phase
4.3.1 Set-up workshops
Project teams at the start of the R&D phase were each invited to a project-specific set-up
workshop, and all projects participated in this. The content and format of the workshops
differed between the two versions of the I2S programme, in response to feedback from I2S v1
programme. These differences are summarised in Appendix 10 and discussed in further detail
in the next chapter of this report (Section 5). Feedback from v2 participants, after the set-up
workshop, was provided through anonymous online open-text survey responses (n=9). This
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feedback was positive, with respondents indicating that the set-up workshop had facilitated:
clarification and refinements of research questions, project structure and timelines; testing of
assumptions underpinning the project; and widened joint understanding of the project.
4.3.2 Bootcamps
All participating project teams were invited to attend three cohort-wide “bootcamps” during
the R&D phase. All eight project teams in v1 had at least one person in attendance at all three
bootcamps. Six of the seven project teams in v2 had at least one person in attendance at all
three bootcamps, while the seventh project team had at least one person in attendance at the
first two bootcamps.
Structured feedback forms were provided at the end of each bootcamp, using a mixture of both
closed questions (where responses were selected using a 5-item Likert scale – strongly
disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree – see Appendix 9 for results) and open
questions where attendees were invited to add their own responses/ interpretations.
Key learnings that participants took from the first bootcamp in v1 were around the need to test
assumptions early, to ask for help, the need to focus their work, and to be unafraid of failure.
An intention to build on-going relationships with other people from the Bootcamp was
expressed by 14/20 (70%) of participants, and 90% of participants agreed or strongly agreed
that they felt confident to draw on the growing peer network of I2S for help. The least support
on the Likert scales was expressed for knowing which questions to test (65% agreed or strongly
agreed) and having enough baseline data (40% agreed with no-one strongly agreeing).
For the second bootcamp in v1, participants reported that it was helpful to hear that other teams
were having similar issues, and wanted Y Lab to keep providing clarity on the process.
Participants were split on whether they were consistently drawing on other teams (38% agreed,
31% neutral, 31% disagree).
For the third bootcamp in v1, participants again emphasised how helpful it was to hear about
common issues across the project teams. They responded positively about the pitching session,
particularly the message of keeping a pitch simple and short. One participant would have liked
to hear more about Y Lab’s experience of I2S, including what we had learnt and would do
differently. Participants were less likely to agree that they were consistently drawing on other
teams (18% agreed, 27% neutral, 55% disagree).
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For the first bootcamp in v2, participants reported benefits of thinking about their users, and
about problem framing. Several participants reported that they wanted to know more about the
other projects, and understanding of the other projects was the closed response with the least
support (although still relatively high – 67% agreed, 20% neutral, 13% disagree). Participants
requested more support on cashable savings and research methods including data collection.
There was a lot of support for the two talks by members of v1.
For the second bootcamp in v2, participants reported enjoying: the pitching session with its
emphasis on simplicity of message; Troika; and the storytelling session. The closed response
with strongest agreement was the benefit of sharing with peers (69% strongly agree, 31%
agree), reinforcing the responses about Troika. There was some anxiety expressed around
cashable savings and development of business cases. Two quotes from the open text responses
demonstrate the value that participants got from bootcamps:
‘Another excellent helpful day. Thanks for all the support.’
‘The level of support from Y Lab is like nothing that I have experienced in the past. Positive +++’

For the third bootcamp in v2, participants reported learning where to focus in their R&D report
and around writing a narrative. Several reported that they still would like to know more about
the other projects, and having an understanding of other projects was the closed response with
the least support (although still relatively high – 7% strongly agree, 36% agree, 43% neutral,
14% disagree).
4.3.3 Financial modelling support
This support was provided to all projects in v1 by an external consultancy. An initial savings
workshop took place using a business model canvas to map and understand project costs and
savings. From this, projects were asked to draft their financials, and the external consultancy
offered support to check these. Further half-day follow-up calls or visits were scheduled with
each project to interrogate and support the savings modelling.
Feedback from v1 participants regarding the support received was gleaned through the
interview data gathered at the end of the R&D phase (see section 5.1.4). A revised format for
the provision of financial modelling support was provided in v2 of the programme.
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Support was provided to all projects in v2 by a different external consultancy. The external
consultancy team were introduced to the projects at a bootcamp. Each project then had at least
one workshop with the external consultancy team providing support with the financial
modelling aspects of their research and development projects. Additional support was also
provided by the external consultancy in the form of further meetings and/or follow-up calls.
The external consultancy prepared three reviews for Y Lab over the course of their involvement
with I2S v2 project teams, allowing Y Lab to provide tailored support for each project to help
the modelling. The third and final report from the external consultancy in August 2019 outlined
anticipated programme costs and benefits per project over a ten-year period.
Feedback from v2 participants, after the initial workshop, was provided through anonymous
online open-text survey responses. Although only a small number of responses were received
from v2 project team members (n=5), the feedback was predominantly positive. The specialist
knowledge and input which the consultancy firm provided was perceived as valuable in that
this: potentially met a ‘skills’ gap within teams; provided an additional level of rigour in terms
of ‘proof of concept’; and enabled data to be expressed in a form which was understandable to
policy makers. Additional comments related to requests for further input, given that the
workshop was, for some projects, the first of a number of meetings.
4.3.4 Additional Non-financial support
Non-financial support provided in v1 to multiple project teams by Y Lab consisted of: data
collection and analysis; organisational development; communications; digital project
development; developing networks; and an individual project team workshop on ‘Persona
mapping’ with two of the project teams. External input was provided for one project on data
analytics, and for two projects on health economics.
Non-financial support provided in v2 to multiple project teams by Y Lab consisted of: data
collection and analysis; organisational development; communications; gaining senior
management buy-in; sourcing legal advice; policy advice; and the production of short briefings.
External input for one project consisted of data modelling. One project needed to contract a
tech partner for the ‘robotic process automation’ element of their work, for which Y Lab
provided support in developing the brief and recruiting the tech partner. Two projects were
supported through contracting of an external company for the development of a graphic. Y Lab
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also ran project-specific sessions on service design (two projects), stakeholder mapping (one
project), and undertaking a literature review (one project).
4.3.5 Progression through Phase 2
All fifteen projects (8 projects from v1; 7 projects from v2) completed the R&D Phase of the
I2S programme, by submitting an R&D report and/or a business case for loan funding.

4.4 Applications for the Implementation Phase
Towards the end of the R&D phase in versions 1 and 2 of the I2S programme, project teams
who perceived that their innovation projects had the potential to: (i) improve the service/ make
it better for those using the service, and also (ii) generate cashable savings were invited to
submit Business plans/loan applications. These applications were scored by a panel made up
of Y Lab staff (Nesta/Cardiff University colleagues), an external Nesta panel member, and a
member from each of WG and the WCVA. In total, seven project teams submitted a business
case for consideration in the implementation phase (v1 = 4 projects; v2 = 3 projects). Four of
the seven projects received approval for additional loan-based funding from Welsh
Government (v1 = 2 projects; v2 = 2 projects), and are in the Implementation Phase of the I2S
programme.
The application and support process for teams applying for loan-based funding to implement
and scale their innovation projects differed between versions 1 and 2 of the programme. In I2S
v1, project teams had a set number of hours’ input with regards to financial modelling from the
external consultancy firm. Those v1 projects that wished to submit a business case did so in
March 2018. I2S v1 project teams who did not wish to submit a business case, were invited
instead to submit an end of R&D report.
In version 2 of the I2S programme, the project teams who wished to be considered for the
Implementation Phase had 6 weeks (after the end of the R&D Phase) to finalise a full business
case. All projects completing Phase 2 of I2S submitted end of R&D reports. Support to develop
the business cases was provided by the same external organisation that had assisted v2 projects
with the financial modelling aspect of their work in the R&D phase. In addition to the support
provided by the external consultancy, the Y Lab team held ‘catch-up calls’ with the project
teams that were developing business cases (3 projects) and also invited teams to submit draft
business cases for review as they were being developed.
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4.5 Changes between v1 and v2
The changes between v1 and v2 were designed from the outset to take stock of participant and
staff feedback and reflections, in order to improve v2. Here we will outline the principal
changes and their rationales; and finally offer some reflections on the impact of the changes.
A number of revisions were made to the Innovate to Save programme when this ran for the
second time (I2S v2). The main changes to the programme in I2S v2 concerned all three Phases
of the programme (Awareness Raising & Engagement, R&D and Implementation). The broad
changes are summarised in Table 7, and are detailed briefly below. Further detail is given in
Appendix 10.
Table 7: Overall changes to I2S between Version 1 and Version 2
Version 1

Version 2

Awareness Raising &
Engagement Phase

Pre-application workshops

Innovation Conversations

Number of R&D
applications

50

20

Number of projects

8

7

Grant amount

£5 - £15k

£5 - £30k

Duration of R&D phase

6 months

11 months

Monthly catch ups

Research diaries - prescribed
format
Diary content informed check-in
conversation, which was a 1 to 1
with Programme Manager

Project journals - more flexibility
with format
All team (or at least 1 programme
1 research staff) to attend. Not
reliant on project journal, but
informed by

Post-R&D & Loan
applications

R&D report from projects that
weren’t applying for a loan
Initial application for a business
case before submitting a final
business case

All projects to submit an end of
R&D report
Projects invited to work on
business case



I2S v1 held briefings about the Innovate to Save programme and pre-application
workshops to assist interested applicants with the potential development of project
proposals/applications. I2S v2 differed, as instead of holding pre-application workshops
a series of three ‘Innovation Conversations’ were held, which were ‘talks’ provided by
external speakers who had been involved in Innovation. The intention of these
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‘Innovation Conversations’, rather than Pre-Applications workshops was potentially to
raise the bar, in terms of the ambitiousness of projects applying to the I2S programme.
In addition to the Innovation Conversations, three blog posts were written, one
reflecting on I2S v1 from the perspective of the funder and the remaining two on tips/
tools to assist with the application process.


The amount of grant funding available in I2S v2 increased from £5-£15k to up to £30k
for bigger projects, as did the time frame for the R&D phase which was extended from
6 months up to 11 months.



The interview process in I2S v2 differed from I2S v1 in an attempt to minimise the
potential for bias in the interview procedures. 4



Content of Bootcamps was revised in I2S v2. Kick off meetings held with project teams
at the start of the R&D phase also differed with workshops of ½ a day- 1 day to assist
with the development of the research questions for each project and the plans for
undertaking the required R&D work.



I2S v2 project teams submitted project journals using a suggested template with more
flexibility over the format than the research diaries (which had a prescribed format) in
I2S v1. The project journals were used in I2S v2 to inform monthly catch up meetings
with I2S v2 programme staff.



Monthly catch up calls in I2S v2 were conducted with the I2S programme team (usually
with at least one programme and one research staff) in attendance. These meetings were
informed by but not reliant on the project journals. This differed to I2S v1 which was a
1:1 check in conversation informed by the content of Research Diaries.



The requirements for timings and submissions of end of project R&D reports were
changed. In I2S v1 projects who were not applying for a loan submitted an R&D report.
In I2S v2 all projects submitted a R&D report.



The process for submitting a business case differed between I2S v1 and I2S v2, as did
the nature of the external support provided to assist with the financial modelling aspects
of these cases. I2S v1 projects intending on submitting a loan application submitted
initial business case applications then worked up a proposal. I2S v2 projects were
invited to work on business case with external support to develop the financial
modelling aspect of the report. In I2S v2 project teams had greater input regarding the
financial modelling aspect of their projects from the external organisations providing
this support.
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The changes implemented to the I2S programme were partially based on the reported
experiences of programme participants in Version 1 of Innovate to Save and the Y Lab Innovate
to Save programme team’s perceived learning from the perspective of the Y Lab programme
team on running I2S v1. Staffing changes within the Y Lab programme team between I2S v1
and I2S v2 were also potential contributory factors to these changes.
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5.

CONTEXT & MECHANISMS OF IMPACT

We identified the statistical and other survey material collected around bootcamps, workshops,
etc. (above) as relating to the ‘monitoring’ function of evaluation, which has been addressed in
the previous sections. In section 5, the material is drawn primarily from the various rounds of
interviews carried out with project team members 6, and also those with programme staff.
In this section, we put forward evidence for some of the impact brought about by the planned
activities in I2S. This can be observed in three major ways. First, in 5.1, there are the findings
and learning about what helps and hinders innovation (which we refer to as ‘facilitators’ and
‘barriers’). Second, in 5.2, are the ways in which technical knowledge and skills have been
successfully imparted. This is evidenced through the interviewees’ reflections on what they
learned, and what they did with that knowledge and those skills. Finally, we outline and begin
to analyse added value from I2S in the form of: an identifiably positive shift in attitudes to
innovation (5.3), and how the skills, knowledge and new confidence in innovation may
facilitate ‘value co-creation’ (5.4). This section is rounded off with a detailed snapshot of how
the programme’s design allowed the programme delivery team to innovate in response to
feedback (5.5). The trajectories of the teams and projects after they finished the R&D phase
(either funded through I2S or not) are traced in 5.6, before we come to some conclusions in 5.7

5.1 Contexts
5.1.1 Barriers: home organisations
Using the project’s evaluation tools (interviews, sections of application form, initial workshops
/innovation conversations) the factors acting as key variables that were captured are openness
to innovation, demonstrated by varying degrees of senior buy-in 7, and the nature of
partnerships. A further consideration in the interviews conducted in October 20201 was the
perceived impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on project development and/or organisational

6

I2S v1 March-November 2018; I2S v2 January-April 2019; I2S v1 & v2- Post R&D follow-up October 2020;
I2S v1 &v2- Implementation follow-up, October 2020; I2S programme staff, November 2019.
7
In the v2, the participants overwhelmingly stated (95% strongly agreed or agreed), in their funding
submissions that ‘organisational support’ for their project was ‘high’. However, we might wonder to what extent
this question and its timing/location can be answered honestly. Participants might well understand this as a
factor in decision-making about their project’s fundability, and also that the information could be identified, and
cause issues with their home organisation if they reported back negatively.
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work beyond March 2020. These variables are therefore the focus of both the section on
barriers, and the one on facilitators.
Openness to innovation and senior buy-in
Research diaries 8, project journals, and parts of the interviews dealing with barriers to, and
facilitators of innovation present a nuanced picture of actual degrees of buy-in, and the range
of actors and elements entailed in making a project successful. Although senior management
support is vital, support from frontline staff delivering the changes also turned out to be
important. These barriers range from active opposition (in a small number of cases), through
lip service and benign neglect, to strong senior backing and ringfencing of time for the project
-at the other end of the spectrum. In some instances, this related to changes in key senior
personnel over the duration of the project:
‘I think a key element to the challenges we've had is that there's been a change in strategic
leadership where people who were championing the work we were doing left, and new people
came in’.
‘Staff changes is something, you know, you feel like you're getting somewhere and then people
move jobs {laughs}, you know, like urggh, really frustrating’.
The interviewees reflected on the degree to which their home organisation’s practices and
structures, and to a lesser extent the actions of individual influential actors, impacted on their
projects.
Dedicating time to the project was an issue for many teams, who are juggling multiple projects:
‘Those sort of pressures just do drag you really back to the ranch and (…) it’s very, very easy
to suddenly just revert back to type rather than actually create liberating structures to empower
people to take decisions and move the business on day by day, whereas the leader should be
looking strategically to the future to actually change what we do.’
Another participant also talked of the additional issues generated due to temporary contracts:
‘…my contract was due to finish. However, it was extended (…) to do another project (…)
And clearly, I took my eye off the ball in terms of our project for those reasons, because it was
going to be handed over. And then my contract was extended again because this new project
that we’ve been doing is quite, very innovative and it’s ground-breaking really, something
8

Research diary comments from I2S v1 are categorised and presented in Appendix 11.
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totally new, and it really… sort of all of my time and someone else’s (…) But it felt like that
things just stopped.’
Not only does staff re-allocation have an impact, but even when project-team members have
time bought out, this does not necessarily translate into ring-fenced project time.
‘… we were the only three in the project team (…) – compared to the R&D loan and the monies
to backfill our time, I’m sure you know we never get backfilled in (…) So ultimately, we were
doing this on top. Although [our home organisation] had the nice additional income from the
R&D grant, you know, it wasn’t spent on people supporting us personally at that time. And I
think that’s the bit where it becomes a real struggle then’.
Issues to do with institutional culture also emerged across interviews for participants in both
the R&D and implementation phase of the programme, particularly fear of failure and riskaversion. ‘To be fair’ says one interviewee, ‘a lot of public sector organisations are quite risk
averse. People sometimes lose jobs don’t they by getting things wrong and maybe that’s again
symptomatic of why people behave in the way in which they do’.
Another respondent comments: ‘there is an awful lot within the organisation, people are afraid
to fail, there is a big problem with that (…) But it does instil a risk aversion culture and
potentially people, you know, just don’t want to take that gamble when you present something
as we are potentially presenting with this project, something that’s got so many assumptions
and so many unknowns that people think, we can’t do that’.
Other interviewees reflected on perceived resistance in their organisation and challenges in
terms of the project requiring differing ways of thinking or working:
‘I think, for me it would be interesting, if this was done in another [type of organisation],
whether there would be the same resistance to it or whether it is just key individuals.’
‘I’m teaching people or asking people to swim backwards (...) And their comfort zone is to
swim forwards.
Indeed, one of the analytical tasks that could be attempted is to look at the points raised here
about barriers, to see to what extent they are cultural (people’s interpretations of how to work)
or structural (operational matters) or, more likely, partly both. Removing cultural and structural
barriers requires different strategies.
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One illustration of both a structural and cultural problem is data-collection for the R&D phase.
Organisations collect particular data in a particular way. Making deliberate changes to such
practices are therefore projects in themselves. Some teams experienced disappointing
outcomes in attempting to capture specific data for their projects because the data already
collected within their organisations was not what was required, even if IT staff had promised
otherwise. This was exacerbated in projects which involved data sharing across more than one
organisation:
‘…that was a major problem with our project, that some of the key information we needed, we
had no control over being able to get it.’
‘I spent quite a lot of time having to kind of repeatedly go back and, er, trawl, er, er, data (…)
and their spreadsheets and kind of rip all their stuff out and try and make some sense of it.’
Here, the original reasons for collecting specific pieces of data rather than others, and breaking
it down in particular way (structure), combines with doing things the way things are always
done (culture) to make it very hard to produce new data, regardless of how relevant it is to a
project.
Partnerships
Several of the projects involved in the I2S programme were premised on partnerships existing
or being built between various public service organisations (e.g. third sector and public sector
organisation) in order to: gain support and undertake the innovation project; identify cashable
savings; or pay for the service. Although for some projects this worked well, for others,
partnerships did not transpire or were informal rather than formal in nature. Additionally, issues
concerning differing institutional cultures/structures and or ways of working were also
identified. Some of these challenges concerned the differing capacities of organisations to
respond quickly to change and/or to collaborate effectively:
‘We know we need to improve it and make it fit for purpose, but we can't make it fit for purpose
unless we can have a sit down with the people that basically say yay or nay […]’.
‘Because a lot of what we are trying to do is based on information that we need but from within
our partner organisations and that might be our priority and urgent to us but it may not be for
those’.
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Partnerships were also a factor raised by programme staff as both a barrier and facilitator to the
development of innovation projects. This is discussed in more detail in sections 5.5 and 6.
COVID-19
An unexpected and ongoing external consideration in the development of the various
innovation projects (project teams exiting at the end of R&D phase and projects in the
implementation phase) is the COVID-19 pandemic. Main issues raised related to: the capacity
to both undertake and gain additional funding for innovation projects; prioritisation of service
delivery; the extent and manner in which client-facing work can be undertaken; and the longer
term financial impact of COVID:
‘They had originally earmarked some cash for us’ (from another funding pot), ‘but then of
course COVID hit (…) and, you know, all money now that was set aside for unique, and,
interesting projects was unfortunately pulled.’
Another project had been negatively impacted by the public health social distancing and
household regulations of 2020, and could not go ahead as planned.
‘[…] I’m hoping possibly we can start next year, but as I say, as an organisation, like so many
others, we have been badly hit by the pandemic, that survival and service delivery are taking
twenty-four hours of every single day.’
‘[…] because I think (...) we’re not going to be in the same financial position when we come
out of COVID to do what we used to do, and I think we’re going to have to share resources’.
The various outcomes of the pandemic on service-provision and planning were of course not
envisaged during the programme. Clearly these may constitute barriers, both by generating
priorities elsewhere, and by preventing some of the types of activities that projects revolved
around. However, as we will see in the following section, the effects of COVID-19 on the
implementation were not all negative.
We have established, in this sub-section, that there is a set of external barriers to the successful
functioning of I2S that we are now aware of, due to various forms of participant feedback. This
list of issues could be examined and those that could be incorporated into the training as
problematised subjects for attention could be identified.
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5.1.2 Facilitators: home organisations
The key issues for project teams in the R&D and implementation phase of the programme were
strong management buy-in and having time specifically dedicated and protected for use on the
I2S project:
‘I think at the high level, you know, decision makers and stuff I love, you know, doing something
different and being the first people to do it, and, so they’re really embracing that…’.
‘And then all of a sudden we were kind of doing it because he’d managed to kind of – not
circumnavigate but just kind of speak to the right people at the right time which got us the go
ahead to just get on with it’.
Sometimes management changed position after being won over by the project teams:
‘…so then we went around to the practitioners of which the [Job Title] was one who worked
for the [organisation]. Very, very negative, or couldn’t see how it would work. (…) Lots of
questions raised about what the problems would be and now [they’re] our best advocate and
[they] come to our meetings’.
Buy-in was also important from a ‘service-user’ perspective, and was viewed by one
interviewee as an important for influencing change in public sector organisations:
‘[…] once you have sort of buy-in from the people who are using the service it’s hard for then
[type of public service organisation] to say, it’s not a good idea, or it’s not something we can
support, because if we are citizen led, you know, and they’re saying, that’s what they want, you
know, they’ve got a stronger voice than anyone, I think’.
Having time allocated was perceived as making everything a lot easier for project teams, across
both the R&D and implementation phases of the programme:
‘I think that the programme has actually been a lot easier because we have had that dedicated
time, whereas I think when I am trying to get other teams to do it within [occupation 1], again,
a lot of the time they are doing it on top of their full-time day job’.
‘I think for people to be involved in this sort of thing it’s an awful lot of time that you have to
give up for it, and not everybody has the time or – and not everybody is willing to allocate that
sort of time. I’m very surprised and grateful that actually [name 1] as a [type of manager/job
role] was able to dedicate that […]’
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From the programme team’s side, having adequate time is clearly an issue. One team member
observes:
‘you can see the difference between projects where, (…) management have gone, “Right, this
is what you’re working on, you’ve got so many days a week to do it,” and that’s fine. And to
others who see it as like a bolt-on to their day jobs’.

The interviews conducted with project teams 1-2 years post-completion of the R&D Phase
(October 2020) and with implementation projects, additionally emphasised the importance of
wider networks, partnerships and collaboration as facilitating factors in the development of
innovation projects.
‘ […] we could see what was going on around the country as well and we were able to sort of
benchmark ourselves against other people – and look at other sort of projects as well and see
where they fitted in to what we were trying to do’.
‘[…] it was really enlightening really, you know, to have so many different organisations and
so many different areas of public and private sector that in order, you know, for us to bounce
ideas and share ideas and understanding how each other works, etc. So I think that was a real
benefit and a bonus, you know, that we’ll use forever.’
‘So I just think that projects are challenging, but there’s a whole host of information that we’re
just not aware of, so by working through the projects and working collaboratively with our
partnerships, you know, it has a knock-on effect that you meet other people as you go along as
well, and, you know, if you can help each other, or you can engage in another project, that’s
great’.

The emphasis on collaboration was also found in relation to discussions regarding the impact
of COVID-19 on the development of innovation projects, and ways of working within and
across organisations.
‘[…] there’s been a lot of work with other organisations and other businesses, in communities,
to support us during COVID and I think it’s made us, certainly some of the people involved in
Wales look at, look at how we can collaborate and be much stronger by working with other,
other organisations and other providers’.
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Additionally, a number of participants suggested that the requirement to rethink service
delivery in light of the COVID-19 pandemic potentially enhanced receptivity to change, and a
questioning of previous practices.
‘ we’re finding that we’re doing the ‘why’ [an exercise in the R&D training] with everything
we do all the time with staff members now […] And then actually sometimes we’ve looked at
the ‘why’ and gone, actually, that doesn’t really make much sense, we’ve just been doing it like
that because we do it like that’.
For one interviewee, their participation in the I2S programme was perceived as enhancing their
capacity to respond in a COVID-19 context.
‘I suppose a lot of what I’ve taken from [project 1] is, just because that’s the way we’ve always
done it, doesn’t mean that has to be the way we always do it. And that has definitely – is in my
brain somewhere implanted now. When we went into COVID, suddenly all the ways that we do
things suddenly we couldn’t do it that way’.

They went on to add that they were given advantage by their experience in I2S:
‘[…] I really took the idea of, okay, we can't do it the way we’ve always done it. Let’s find a
new way to do it. So actually I feel like I’m a little bit ahead of some of my colleagues who do
my job in other [organisation type].’

The next two sub-sections (5.1.3 and 5.1.4) explore perceived barriers and facilitators in
relation to the I2S programme.
5.1.3 Barriers: I2S programme
There are two principal areas in which programme participants highlighted issues with the
programme structure, principally in v1, and, to a far lesser extent, in v2. These were time and
uneven levels of support from the host organization(s):
1. Time: Although guidance notes were provided to project teams at the point of application, a
number of teams were not prepared for, and /or had under-estimated the time demands of the
project, R&D and the development of the business case. Some commented that the ratio of
“time spent on the project” to “level of funding” was very high, and certainly higher than most
other funding they had applied for. The issue of time featured heavily in the feedback on v1,
and this aspect of the programme was amended in v2 in two ways. First, more effort to draw
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participants’ attention to the information -which had actually been provided- was made.
Second, the time allocated for the completion of the R&D phase was extended.
2. Uneven levels of support: while some parts of the training were singled out for praise, the
response to others was more lukewarm. The same is true of the levels of support experienced.
One participant had been frustrated in v1 by the scheme’s generic elements, which were
perceived by this person as overriding the team’s need for support:
‘It was like we've been saying this for three months and four months and we feel we're stuck
and we don't know what to do about it. Just putting us in a boot camp and telling us to discuss
it again it's not going to change anything. Because if there was something that ... if there was
any knowledge or any skills in the group it would have come out by now. We wouldn't be stuck
in the first place, so in order to unstick us, we need somebody to sit there and go ‘we need more
input, we need more support’.
Other points raised by participants revolved around timings in the programme cycle (more
isolation felt during summer); uneven amounts and quality of feedback (including none) around
the research diaries (only in v1); as well as differential time cycles for projects with different
budgets, with one interviewee asking whether high-budget projects should be highlighted, so
that they could have increased attention paid to their financial aspects compared to to projects
with smaller budgets.
However, responses to some of the external contributors, especially the two sets of economists
(which differed between v1 and v2), was more uneven. In v1 only, while some praised the
clarity, concision and professionalism, but others feeling that theirs was not a helpful input and
/ or that there was a lack of follow-up activity.
Additionally, in v1, while links between the project team and the programme team were
explicit, this was not the case for the third-party consultants. The resulting grey area around
communication led some interviewees to experience frustration in initiating or maintaining
contact. This problem was ironed out for v2.
Moreover, while support from the programme team was made readily available, some teams
felt overwhelmed at specific points in the process, as in practice, the tasks to accomplish
between deadlines turned out to be harder to achieve than expected:
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‘when we had to get information together for the workshops, this is what we were told what we
needed to do and then… so you have all these people, trying to get this information together,
plus their normal job, trying to get it all on top and get it ready, that was quite pressurised - so
I think some support perhaps with help. I’m not sure exactly where, but collating that
information, getting that innovation together, getting that presentation ready, but that was
always quite rushed, because everybody’s busy all the time’.
Other comments suggested that at various pressure points in the process, the programme team
did not have enough time to maintain the level of interaction that had been experienced earlier,
so in a way, an expectation had been set up that could not be matched all the way across the
programme.
Lastly, the way in which ‘savings’ were understood across the project; by teams from different
sectors; the two groups of economists; and the programme team, was identified as variable.
Spending is outlined at 4.2.3, and updates on savings appear in section 6, but the rationales and
thinking behind where, how and why they are made was not shared by all actors involved.
However, others commented very positively on the interventions of the economists, so this
issue was not unanimously experienced. The importance of working toward a more unified set
of ideas about savings -to be shared across teams and specialists- is certainly one aspect to be
considered by programme delivery teams before engaging in innovation projects in the future.
5.1.4 Facilitators: I2S programme
The five key points raised in the interviews were:
1. The nature of relationship/trust between project teams and the I2S team;
2. The legitimacy, or elevated kudos of the project gained through participation;
3. The ethos of the programme, and the encouragement given to experiment;
4. The introduction of tools/new skills (to be looked at below in 5.2.1 [R&D] & 5.2.2 [Skills
development]);
5. Access to networks facilitated through participation in I2S (examined under 5.2.3 [Cohort
creation]).
In section 5.1.4, we look exclusively at 1-3 above, and begin with the relationship between the
project teams and the programme team, which holds I2S together across its various stages.
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Interviewees expressed particularly positive feelings about the programme team. One
interviewee at the end of v2 stated ‘… everybody has always been really helpful, everyone’s
available, you know, (…) it’s very flexible and I think that’s what’s really good. Even the
monthly catch up, it’s nothing – it’s just a catch up, it was really relaxed and easy, but it did
keep you on track, so I think there was a good balance between making sure we stay on track.
Because it is a short timeframe actually, so those things, just like little things like that, like the
monthly catch up just keep you ticking along and they keep you on track and they remind you
of the deadlines and that sort of thing’.
Indeed, others commented on the feeling that the programme team really cared about the
project team and the projects; their capacity to look in from the outside and both understand
the rationales and objectives and be critical friends to the teams:
‘I think the unexpected success for me has been around the relationships that have been formed
in a relatively short period of time with the (organisation) team. …. And I feel, as a project
team, now we have confidence in what they are doing with us and supporting us and that’s
quite interesting isn’t it because, you know, it is a very short relationship, you know, we never
knew them up until Bootcamp’.
‘I think one of the things for me is having the research team asking us questions and
challenging us. I think they picked up our business really, really well and really quickly and
some of the things they are asking us we have kind of looked at each other and gone, ‘we didn’t
think of that’. So rather than it just being us, bumbling along and doing it, having those
challenges is really helpful’.
This positivity is mirrored in a programme staff member’s comment along the same lines:
‘I felt like there was quite a good amount of trust in the projects and, and talking to us about,
you know, “We’re having problems with this and…” giving us the, the space to like (…) suggest
things that we think would be helpful. And that’s another big thing is, like I was saying about
wanting support, they’ve got to see that you’re able to offer that to ask for it’.
These feelings were also expressed by programme participants in the follow-up post R&D
completion and implementation interviews.
‘I mean, and the support we got from [project 2] but also from [partner organisation] as well,
in getting to understand us, was superb. And it helped us to understand ourselves too’.
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‘Having the [organisation 1] team and you guys on the end of a phone, or coming in to see us,
periodically, or routinely, kept us sane’.
This social element of the equation has emerged as an important ‘glue’, binding the project and
programme teams. In addition to this ‘relatedness’ is the reputational weight of Nesta and
Cardiff University. For many organisations in I2S, working with these partners brings added
value to their interactions with third parties:
‘…because the level of interest from you guys as academics and funders of innovation and
moving public-sector organisations and organisations forward, for you to take the time out as
a group and show the interest in what we were trying to do added a degree of validation for
us’.
In terms of networking envisaged as part of implementation, some of the ground has been laid
through these connections:
‘It’s given it a bit of kudos that people suddenly go, ‘oh what’s this that everyone is talking
about?’ and, you know, ‘how is that project going?’ And they seem to be aware of it, whereas
other stuff that we’ve done ourselves in our own little bubble, we’ve not reached out, they’ve
not reached in, and we have just found a little solution to that within our own little bubble.
Whereas this is, by reaching out suddenly it’s like, oh actually there is more options available
to us than we would have found ourselves’.
‘…it certainly helps our case that we have been involved with Cardiff University / Nesta. I
think there is, you know certain sort of status involved with that, so that’s a good thing as well
that we use’.
Moreover, the wider project team’s expertise makes I2S stand out for this interviewee:
‘having the breadth of experience, you know, and the breadth I think of personalities is really,
really endearing. And I think having all of those different people involved and their different
opinions and their different backgrounds and experience and knowledge, is really, really
helpful. And it just gives us the assurance again that if we ask a question, it is going to be
answered and it’s going to be answered with that knowledge and experience behind it, really,
really, helpful for us’.
Participation in the R&D phase of I2S was also viewed as platform for other developments and
work opportunities which arose after completion of the programme.
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‘So that was a really big piece of work and I think it was helped by us being able to say we’ve
done this work with [Cardiff University / Nesta] and followed this process’.
‘So just little things like that that can just open the door to other things has been really good.
(…) through the project we met a guy (...) who’s now come on board and is gonna consider
being one of our trustees’.
In addition to the factors highlighted above, the general ethos of the I2S programme was viewed
as conducive to supporting the development and exploration of ideas.
Because I think the flexibility and the ability to not be confined did us the world of good. And,
you know, if we’d had a different partner than yourselves, who were like, “No, this is what it
says in black and white and we can't deviate and we can't go off.” You know, there was a
willingness to learn and to develop.
‘the general tone of the programme (...) and the ethos of the programme was really (...)
encouraging because (...) it wasn’t about succeeding or failing, it’s try something (...), and that
gave us, and I’m sure all the other participants, the confidence to go out and do something
without fear of the failure aspect, you know. So that was really positive and I think that’s a
strength of the programme’.

5.2 Change and evidence
The heart of this programme is its capacity to bring about innovation-based change in terms of:
practices, applied learning, and understandings of innovation. After having set out what the
barriers and facilitators have been, in section 5.2 we focus on what changes have been
produced, and what evidence there is of such changes. We look first at an example of impactful
training for the project teams: R&D (5.2.1); then at skills acquired in the programme and later
applied to projects (5.2.2); and finally, partnership building and networking (5.2.3). In the
sections following this, we explore how I2S changed participants’ attitudes toward innovation
(5.3), and how it facilitated ‘value co-creation’ (5.4)
5.2.1 R&D
The R&D phase of the I2S programme allowed projects to test out and explore the feasibility
of their innovation projects/ideas and key research questions. All project teams completing this
phase were required to submit a report which evaluated and detailed the developments with
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their innovation projects. These reports could potentially be used by project teams as a basis
for: undertaking additional R&D work; implementing the innovation projects within or across
their organisations; and developing bids or business cases for additional funding (externally or
as part of the I2S programme).
The training in R&D was singled out for particularly positive comments, and emerges from the
interview data as, for many, the crucial part of the learning experience. For the majority, this
R&D phase either tightened up an existing skill set, or introduced a new set of skills or a new
way of understanding the logic of project design:
‘So the R&D is like producing a PID [project initiation document], but, in a much more
effective and supportive way. Because I think our R&D report would – is far more robust than
if we tried to write this into a PID on our own, because we wouldn't have had the same sort of
intellectual challenge and, and support around all the different elements that … the team and
everyone else has, has helped us with’.
It is the logic implied in R&D approaches to designing projects that was also identified for
positive comment:
‘I think it’s actually doing a research project, that’s something we don’t usually do (…) it’s not
the way we would usually plan a project. We write an action plan, but what was really good
was that bit at the beginning where it’s like, ‘what are your research questions? What are you
trying to find out?’ I think although we’re more likely to have at the top of our plan, aims and
objectives. What is the main overarching aim, what are the objectives? And actually, I think
it makes a lot more sense to really dig down and say what are we trying to find out and what
are we assuming and things like this?’
The perceptions reported above extend beyond the immediate completion of the R&D phase,
and are also reported by project teams 1-2 years after the R&D phase, as well as by those that
were funded and moved on to the implementation phase of the programme. Various elements
are singled out below:


Data analysis/ importance of evidence

‘I think for certain members of the team it was useful to have some input about (...) data
collection, data analysis, so things like that (...) which gave us an added level of
professionalism, (…) I’m not saying that we’ve usually advanced any more in that but it gave
us another dimension to think about in terms of when we’re providing evidence for whether
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something is worthwhile (...) or beneficial, so we would look at that now, the data that we’ve
got to prove the point’.


Stakeholder engagement.

One participant thought that the R&D phase had ‘definitely’ allowed their team to work
through a lot of the potential problems it was going to face, particularly ‘around changing
hearts and minds’. The element of engaging people in the project is crucial: ‘if nobody uses it
or understands why they're going to use, then it's pointless’.


Innovation process

‘And saying actually we followed (...) a whole process all the way through from discovery, you
know, building a prototype, testing a prototype and it actually working, and being able to have
that case study has really helped us’.
The R&D phase turned out to be vital in establishing the programme’s value. The value of
giving the project teams enough time to be able to carry out R&D correctly appeared clearly in
v1. The need to extend this section of the programme was understood and acted upon: it was
expanded from 6 months in v1, to 11 months in v2. Moreover, its integration into the
programme and the Bootcamp structure was appreciated. In v2, the timing of Bootcamp 3
before the R&D write-up deadline gave this team a chance to reflect:
‘It was useful for us, we’re – (…) mega-hectic all of the time, so we need to stop and think, and
when it helped us to stop and think about the practical things we were actually going to be
doing then, obviously, that was super helpful. Because you had a whole day, and were like ‘oh
great, phew, now we can talk the whole day about our R&D report, so now that’s really, really
useful for us’.
The R&D phase thus pushes teams to rethink their design priorities and practice, and ultimately
take time to reflect productively on what they are doing in a context in which such an exercise
is a luxury.
5.2.2 Skills
One of the programme’s main objectives is to impart or develop skills in financial modelling,
research and design, stakeholder mapping, etc., so that the funded projects can be effectively
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constructed, and are therefore more likely to succeed. There is evidence in the interviews that
teams benefitted directly from these learning processes:
‘The main area for us was the cashable savings, (...) and that was really useful. (…) I think I
probably thought it was more complicated than it was, the cashable savings, but really when
you look at it you are like you are sort of just (....) making quite a lot of assumptions even in
terms of the cashable savings things that we came up with’.
The map of how the overall project structure should look -in stages- was coached in I2S.
Although the majority of interviewees’ comments identified particular aspects, the following
two participants acknowledge the overall understanding they had gained of how a project fits
together, and how this would be applied in terms of how to structure, manage and organise
processes in future projects:
‘To appoint a dedicated [Job title] to make sure that those cats are herded – and they need
herding. And we stick to the script. And to ensure that organisations have dedicated capacity
that can be released (…), so some protected time for project team members to come together
to do some prototyping, to do some stakeholder engagement, to do some qualitative and
quantitative research, and to pull the whole thing together to prove the concept in terms of yes
it would work and yes it will drive improvements, and yes it will deliver cash concerns’.
The architecture and organisation of any given project can now be more clearly understood,
according to these interviewees:
‘I think, yeah, just the, the sort of structured approach, (…) to you know, delivering projects
really, right from that beginning. And again all the things you do like even with the stakeholder
stuff, of course you engage stakeholders but actually doing it in that way and doing it right at
the beginning when you are setting up projects is so much clearer, and it means you can really
get off to a quick start’.
The emphasis on ‘stakeholder mapping’ as a key part of the project development is also
captured by interviewees after the completion of the R&D phase and how this has been
embedded into their practice/ way of working of working 9.
‘I'd dealt with stakeholders but hadn't really done it very formally. (….) What I found valuable
is it's given it a structure, and it's almost given it a name. So it becomes an item on an agenda;

9

This area is also addressed in section 5.4.1 (Resource integration)
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(…) ‘how's the stakeholder mapping document looking’, because it's regularly revised and
things like that’.
‘… and so utilising the methodology if you like within the [organisation] project is helping us
to utilise some of those tools to explore and engage with our community to get information
back. (…) so it feels that they are in control of what’s happening, that their voice is heard, as
opposed to the community trying to do something to them, which is never, never a good way’.
Another respondent managed to pack what they had learned about project design into
organising administration of their project into one month of activity:
‘I had all of my time, five days a week, to allocate this project in one month. So I came up with
a pathway, I did all the paperwork. I made sure we had proformas for the consultation. I made
sure that we had a safeguarding pathway, a red flag system. I made sure we had a training
matrix. I did all the resources, we had a drive with all the resources, I made sure we had links
with [relevant organisation]. We had a lot of paperwork’.
Lastly, learning how to pitch a project properly was a skill that participants greatly appreciated
learning. There was some discussion over what would be the most useful stage at which to
introduce this training, with some arguing that it should be done at the beginning (whereas it
was actually done at Bootcamp 3 in v1 and Bootcamp 2 in v2), however in this person’s case
the lesson had been well learned, enabling the team to:
‘stand there, be confident (…) You know, we, we fielded every single question they had. And
that’s the other beauty. You know, we all present don’t we? But (…) I always gauge my success
of a presentation with the number of questions I create. If you create a lot of questions you
think, yeah, people are interested, otherwise they wouldn’t ask questions. And we did. We
created an awful lot of questions. But, we, we fielded them. (…) So that was a very positive
challenge in having to go into that arena but come out feeling it was a big success. Because
we worked hard, we’d done our research, and we knew our subject matter extremely well’.
‘I think the key thing that I’ll take away from that would be (…) how to deliver a pitch and
make it concise, and make people stand up and think, it’s quite impactful, and that’s powerful.’
Even projects that have gone on to implementation phase still refer to the R&D and skills input:
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“I think it gave us some momentum. I’m not saying we wouldn’t have done it anyway, but it
gave us an added momentum to do more (...) you know, and look into other areas and research
more things”.
Another reflects on the pitching and presentation skill. ‘It gives people who are less confident
the ability to, well, you know, ‘I can do this’. Actually, all I need to do is fill in a few blanks
and then I can give a presentation. So I used that quite quickly after I'd finished’.
‘I think also particularly the research element, because of having the support from the
university, it just meant that, you know, we understood – like I’d never wrote – put a research
plan together before, things like that, like I hadn’t ever done that before, and now I do do that’.
‘Even in these weird times and really challenging times (...) I think the one thing that [the
project] has helped me with as well in that, is that the monthly kind of feedback forms to you
guys just making sure that I’m hearing all of those little nuggets, and I’m writing them down.
That has been really helpful’.
Such comments on skills acquisition suggest that beyond the immediate instrumentalisation of
skills to complete the project in I2S, the learning process has generated extra value. Newly
acquired or further developed skills could also be applied to other future work (see section 5.4).
This brings up an element of the programme’s impact that we feel deserves serious attention:
the idea that the experience of I2S helps shape a mindset in which innovation is positive,
feasible and desirable. We will follow that up in 5.3 (below).
5.2.3 Networks and partnerships: ‘cohort creation’
Cohort creation
The Logic Model used in this programme specifies that network creation is a key output of
each stage of the programme. Therefore, creating the participants’ awareness of being part of
a cohort was prioritised throughout. Yet this has been a challenge throughout the versions of
I2S. Indeed, the Bootcamps generated reflection that this was an opportunity for peer support,
sharing of information and emotions, with such informal networking comprising an important
‘soft’ benefit of the I2S programme, where ‘hard’ ones are project-oriented outcomes, such as
skills transfer; R & D plans; a strategy for cashable savings.
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While the desire to hear about other projects’ issues, solutions and experiences was not
unanimous, the need for some kind of learning, in terms of ‘what to do’, ‘what not to do’ and
‘how to do it’, seems more widespread. There is another affective aspect at play here, about
not wanting to feel isolated whilst doing sometimes difficult work. Links to the (Y Lab)
programme team in terms of strong professional relations were widely commented on (above),
but to a lesser extent so were links with other teams. Here are three illustrative comments:
‘the other thing that I loved, the finding out how the other projects had improved or not
improved their problems. It made you feel, well it’s not just you. So that was a good, a big
benefit of attending these, you could see well, yeah, we’ve had that problem, or we didn’t think
of that, and just bonding over that, that was good, I enjoyed that’.
‘I’ve enjoyed the learning, and meeting other people with their experiences, and their
knowledge, and if somebody offered me it again, halfway through I would have thought never
again, but now I think there’s so many things I’d do differently and we’d say that as a team.
But that’s the whole point of a pilot - you learn’.
‘It’s been nice to be part of a programme with other people on the cohort so you can see yeah,
we are not the only ones out there trying to push the boundaries, you know, there are others,
and that’s good because it’s been across all the different public services as well, it’s not only
[service area]. So I think that’s been a refreshing thing to be involved in to see, although we
are in really tough times, you know, all the austerity, all the pressure, but people are still trying
to make those innovative changes which I wouldn’t have been appreciative of if I hadn’t been
part of it’.
There seem to be ‘solidarity effects’ of working with like-minded people toward similar goals,
an incentive that we could add to the logic model (which does not cover incentives).
Additionally, there was recognition of the potential benefits of a cohort-based approach with
teams from a range of public sector organisations. This was viewed as facilitating a shift in
thinking regarding the tendency to work in ‘siloes’ or to find people who reinforce a particular
view:
But actually I remember (…) just their raw honesty and some of the things they’d learnt from
doing that (…) That for me was a learning point of, you know, don’t just talk to people who are
like you, because actually people who are doing things that are wildly different to what you're
doing, you can learn an awful lot from’.
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However important the development of a network was to the design of the programme,
successfully creating a sustained ‘cohort effect’ remained in part an elusive goal. One of the
questions asked at the Bootcamps sheds light on the perspectives of participants.
Appendix 9 displays the responses of Bootcamp participants to the full set of questions. These
were a set of statements that respondents could answer using a Likert scale running from
‘Strongly agree’ (5) to ‘strongly disagree’ (1). Of all the areas of Bootcamp subjected to
monitoring questions such as these, this topic alone appears consistently problematic.
To measure the development of a cohort, participants were asked monitoring questions at some
of the bootcamps about the links between the project teams (see appendix 9 for questions and
responses). In Bootcamp 2 (v1), the statement: ‘Our team is consistently drawing on the skills
and experience of the other teams’ was the only answer with no ‘strongly agree’ responses.
In v2, questions on this topic were asked across bootcamps 1-3. The responses were more
positive in Bootcamp 2 than in the others, where fewer ‘strongly agree’ answers were given.
This contrasts with the other areas on which questions were asked: where strongly agree’
featured more frequently.
It seems clear that cohort interaction is valued by most participants, as it is by the programme
team. It is an important criterion for evaluating the success of the programme, and the challenge
remains in structuring an appropriate amount of it into the programme in effective ways. This
question is picked up in the recommendations.
However, a good deal of work was put into creating a cohort, and such inputs have borne fruit
since the implementation stage, as these comments underscore:
The first underlines the importance of collaboration/ networks, as the different specialisms
within partnerships add value to the project:
‘And that (...) strong partnership has carried forward, and in fact it’s been essential really (...)
in terms of the delivery, the work. So working really closely with key people in the [organisation
3] has been really, really important for the safety cases of the project’.
Moreover, part of the process initiated by I2S is also knowledge-sharing via the networks
created:
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‘And, you know, we advertised or publicised our projects through [Organisation 3] and other,
(...) platforms like that. (...) So we did our best to spread the word out there (...) and we didn’t
want to keep it all to ourselves, you know. We wanted other people to share it, other providers
like us and other organisations and even other service areas’.
Lastly, some of the projects managed to extend across the ‘silos’ pattern of working that
pushes organisations to focus only on their own sector:
‘I think, I think what the project did as well, because it was in partnership with (large
organisations), you know, that allowed us to increase our networks as well. And again, what
was very useful for us, because as an organisation, again, as I say, [type of sector]
organisations are put into silos’.

5.3 Attitudinal shift
In this section, we are trying to capture a general change in attitude toward innovation, in which
the experience of the programme has led to the respondent (and their team) now viewing it as
both desirable and achievable – at least partly due to their experiences in I2S- as well as having
the confidence that they personally could now bring about innovative change.
We have called this ‘the innovative imagination’, as a shorthand. Stimulation of this type of
mindset among participants is identified here as a ‘desirable’ programme outcome (although it
could be considered ‘essential’). Examples of ‘the innovative imagination’ are: expressions of
confidence in one’s ability to innovate, or of willingness to apply innovation ideas and tools to
other projects. Interviewees’ reflections on the development of ideas - either on the topic of
innovation, or on the specifics of I2S are evidence of this, with the condition that the respondent
demonstrates a refinement of thinking (i.e. some kind of discriminating analysis) about
innovation through the expression of normative approaches, or personal reflections on how to
do it / what has been learned.
It should also be pointed out that this attitudinal shift works for the programme team also.
Indeed, starting from scratch with two organisations (Cardiff University and Nesta) –and thus
two teams- working together for the first time on this project was innovative by any definition,
and the struggle to get everything right is acknowledged across the team. Attitudes toward
innovation within the team have also developed, but the focus of this evaluation is on the
project teams. Just as an example, testing prior to implementation is now viewed by one
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programme team member as an opportunity to identify factors needed for success. In doing so,
‘failure to implement’ could be reframed instead as a successful learning outcome; ‘[…] they
agreed that it would be better to test first before implementing, and in doing that they learnt
not only (...) was that idea as it stood imperfect, but it needed more work for it to be able to
succeed…’.
We return now to the project teams’ experience, looking first at how they understand
innovation, and then at the ways in which I2S has impacted their attitudes.
5.3.1 What is innovation
At the beginning of the project the interviews with project team members asked for their
definitions of innovation. Their responses were focused on the idea that innovation meant new
things; making existing ways of doing things more effective by the application of new practices
and/or ideas. Moreover, these remarks were usually contextualised by whether the organisation
was disposed or not to innovation. There were also those who commented that ‘innovation’ is
a buzzword with no clear definition. More nuanced views were also expressed. If you ‘…
integrate existing services in the cluster people start talking to each other better’, said one
respondent. ‘If we did that that would be innovation in itself, that would be a massive thing in
itself and it doesn't need to be with something new that you draw in. It can be re-matching
different things already existing as well’.
A more analytical perspective was offered by this interviewee, who had attended a workshop
on innovation elsewhere some months prior to the interview:
‘I think it [innovation] is about defining issues or problems and having ... needing new
solutions or new solutions that need to match to either old problems or new problems. One of
the things they said in the context there [of the other workshop this person had attended] is that
if innovation fails, it's very likely to be a ‘problem failure’ or a ‘solution failure’. What they
mean by that is that it's very likely not to be the technical aspects of your solution: it's because
you haven't understood what the problem actually is, or what people actually want’.
By the end of v2, interviewees by and large had clearer, more concise and more confident
definitions:
‘I thought …it had to be something new and fancy and posh and something that's never been
done. But actually at Y Lab they said it doesn't have to be that, it can be an old solution to a
new problem, or a new solution to an old problem, or a new solution to a new problem’.
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The key point here is the conceptual link between problem and solution that is crucial to the
I2S programme. For the R&D element to function successfully, the project teams must
correctly identify the problem before they can devise a pertinent solution.
A clarification of the definition of innovation among the I2S cohort can be charted, however
we can gain a much richer understanding of how the project participants think about innovation
as experiences and processes through exploring how they think about doing innovation after
going through the programme. This is what we now turn to.
5.3.2 Developing the ‘innovative imagination’
Asked about key insights they had gained from the programme i.e. during the R&D and
implementation phases, as well as after completion of R&D (Appendices 2-6), interviewees
talk about their appreciation of innovation. In the quotes that follow, interviewees reflect on
the process of innovation; thinking differently by adopting more critical and less risk-averse
understandings of innovation, as well as applying their new-found confidence in innovation by
applying tools they have acquired from I2S. We indicate here, using representative quotes from
the interviews, some of the aspects which comprise this speculative concept. They are in no
particular order of importance:


increased confidence to innovate;



embracing risk;



asking critical questions;



permission to reflect;



engaging critics; and



clarity of rationale.



Increased confidence to innovate

‘I think it’s given me confidence to kind of say, actually we can do something big and we have
got the potential to be the first people to do this and we can be the leaders and the innovators,
and we might be just a little [name of place] but we can do this and we can be the best’.
‘I think it gave us a little bit of confidence a little bit to sort of grow up a bit and speak the
same language, and rather than ask with our hands out, say, “Actually we are a significant
contributor. And, you know, we are around this table because we’ve got a lot to offer.” And I
think that was, you know, again, a really good bit of, of the legacy.
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Embracing risk

‘I think that it’s probably given me more confidence in relation to actually what I’ve always
lived and breathed is right, and what we need to do is create the environments where people
do feel that it’s quite acceptable to challenge, it’s quite acceptable to take some risks. And we
shouldn’t be penalised if it doesn’t go according to plan. We should be supported, and any new
learning should be embraced. And that’s the whole ethos of what we’ve been doing through
this programme and I think that’s given me a raised confidence’.
‘… don’t be afraid to try something, you know. (…) If it doesn’t work, okay, go back to the
drawing board or try something else, you know. (…) Let’s try and be entrepreneurial, you
know’.
‘And actually (...) we’re hoping to see changes maybe in the service improvements early but
actually no changes in the – the cost savings are much further down the line. And that was
really useful, because it gives me the confidence to say, yeah, actually, we might not see the
big changes that we’re promising yet, because we’re not expecting to see those yet, so don’t
get your hopes up that we’re suddenly gonna be making these big cost savings, because we’re
not promising you that’.


Asking critical questions

‘And the other one was the [job title], so when I spoke to her she said again the thing that she'd
taken away was assumptions: testing assumptions. Why does it happen? Why? Why? Why and
just always ... never stop asking the ‘why’ question’.
‘Yes absolutely, and saying, you know (…) have we got this right? And it has to be, you know,
some people are quite rigid in their thinking and rigid in the way that they work. So to be able
to challenge in a way that’s not, it’s making them defensive, but it’s the question, and explore’.


Permission to reflect

‘And just permission to spend time thinking, we don’t often have time to think, I know it’s silly
but permission to go, ‘let’s look at all the data that we have had over the last five years on
ABCD, you know, and let’s pull a report on some of that stuff’, and just giving yourself
permission to actually spend the time to read that, and think about that. Usually we kind of just
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go on our gut instincts rather than really having the evidence to back up that instinct. I think
we could use a lot of this; we already talk about doing something that we want to do next, once
this is all done, and I think we would use a lot of this to do that’.
‘It’s about looking at the wider project, you know, what kind of impact that’s gonna have, (...)
rather than, you know, just diving headlong into something. And it is about planning. It is
about making sure, you know, that you put the right people in the right place at the right time,
you know, for the – for the – for the benefit of – of what you’re looking to achieve’.


Engaging critics

‘So the ‘plan to fail’ exercise I liked when we did that, but actually we’ve now gone back and
done that with our team and with our group of managers, and that’s been really useful. So
rather than, I think it’s flipped some things on its head, I don’t know about for you but for me,
in that having likeminded people around us, it’s about bringing in the people that don’t like
the model, or might have more criticisms that we might have kept away before, so bringing
people in. We talk about the ‘haters’ don’t we, so we have got people who love it and people
that don’t and we are embracing the haters, it might not be quite as strong as that but that’s
the terms we use’.
‘I’ve never been the most confrontational person, other than when (...) necessity arises. (...)
So if there’s an issue with service then of course you have to ruffle some feathers, you know–
to ultimately have a benefit… but it’s apportioning that and prioritising and picking your fights,
and I think in all of that is of benefit from the project’.


Clarity of rationale

‘(…) by having to explain it multiple times it made us learn it inside out and really get to the
bones of it.
‘So understanding the sort of challenges around that, so with the research and evaluation
phase was, was sort of critical to, in order for us to be able to go to our board and say, we’ve
done the thinking, we’ve done the calculations, we really think this will work and, you know,
there’s a lot of evidence to, to back up why we’re wanting to take this on’.
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These elements crop up repeatedly throughout the interviews. In fact, we coded hundreds of
examples of attitudinal shift in these data. There are clear patterns evoked in terms of the
participants’ experiences of I2S, in which they refer explicitly to different aspects of innovative
ideas and practices, i.e. innovative behaviours, that we group together here as the ‘innovative
imagination’. Given the overall aims of I2S, it is important to be able to evidence non-cashable
as well as cashable benefits of the programme. Moreover, using a concept from the academic
literature on service dominant logic, called ‘value co-creation’, to which we turn next, we
suggest that there is a further refinement of the ‘innovative imagination’ to consider.

5.4 Value co-creation
Value co-creation is a concept which is used to capture how ‘benefit’ or ‘enhanced well-being’
(i.e. ‘value’), for oneself or other ‘actors’ is created through the processes of service exchange
(the application of knowledge and skills for the benefit of another) and resource integration.
Resource integration refers to the process of combining resources (i.e. ‘new’ knowledge and
skills’ within the context of ‘existing’ knowledge and skills), which may lead to the production
of new resources, from which value/benefit is co-created (Vargo and Lusch 2004a, b). The
emphasis is on ‘use’ of resources to create ‘benefit’ (i.e. value-in-use) rather than just the
exchange of ‘skills and knowledge’ – i.e. identifiable outcomes. ‘Resource integration’ is
viewed as a dynamic process, in that the nature of ‘resources’ may change over time as they
are used, combined and applied in different contexts, for different purposes and potentially,
with different clients or colleagues.
Here, ‘value co-creation’ is used to capture how people have thought of other ways to make
their service more effective and/or to enhance the well-being of others in the future by drawing
on, exchanging and applying a range of different resources. This may include new skills they
have gained directly from the I2S scheme e.g. approaching a problem differently, involving
different actors, etc.
5.4.1 Resource integration and capacity building
It was apparent from the interview data that participants in the I2S programme perceived they
had developed new or enhanced skill sets through integrating the resources (i.e. skills and
knowledge) that they had acquired through I2S programme participation. These discussions
extended beyond the acknowledgement of useful skills/ tools (see section 5.2.2) and greater
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confidence in innovation skills (section 5.3), to incorporate a sense of ‘readiness to innovate’
and ability to immediately access and apply these new or enhanced resources. Participants
additionally highlighted how they had incorporated changes into practice through the
application of these resources. These perceptions were evident in the R&D phase, but also in
the interviews that were conducted after R&D completion, and in the implementation phase.
These points are illustrated in the extracts below and also emphasise the capacity-building
aspect of the I2S programme:
‘Whereas now, we’re writing a proposal and we know exactly what we’re gonna be doing.
We’re like phase one you do this, phase two you do this, phase three we’re gonna do this. Um,
so yeah, that’s what’s changed’.
‘For me it’s the stakeholder mapping idea – it’s forced me to consult with people, which I
probably would have been more reluctant to do because I always sort of thought when you
consult with people it just adds to your workload and adds to the complication and stuff, and
you are like, well I can just fix that myself without talking to anybody and just get it done. This
has made me not get it done quickly and just go, alright let’s actually talk to all these people
and share what we think is good about it. And exactly that, the challenge coming back, of ‘that
won’t work because…’ has actually made us look at the potential failures before the failures
actually happen’.
5.4.2 Value perceptions
Analysis of the I2S programme participant interview data indicates that participants go beyond
discussions regarding ‘information exchange’ to wider perceptions of the benefits/ value that
has been gained or may be gained through taking part in I2S. In some instances, this also
includes anticipated outcomes of the innovation projects. These perceptions relate to value for:
individuals participating in the programme; the organisations they are based in; and the
anticipated value for service users/communities the organisations serve. These points are
illustrated in the following interview extracts:
Individual level value
‘And I think it’s (…) the realisation that there’s a lot of people out there with other skills,
knowledge and expertise. And for me it’s how does the public sector tap into that and use that,
and work much better in partnership with people to achieve that? That for me, I think, has
been the big highlight.’
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“It’s not about how much money it is, but in a way it’s about the scope of the project, being
trusted to do that really, that’s what this is for me, I don’t know, I’m proud of how we’ve worked
together. Proud of what we’ve produced, and then in the report we talk about, it’s a privilege
to do it, isn’t it?”
Value for the organisation
‘So quite often people come and have come to me with ideas on or how they want to change
the world - it might be just change a [service setting] or change a process sort of thing, and
they’re very excited and very enthusiastic. But it’s harnessing that, er, from, from people to
think, well what do you really want to achieve? And I think being able to explain it as we had
to do through [project 1], really teases out all those bits. So that’s what I asked them, you
know, I’d be able to sit down with them now and say, right, this is, you know, a process that I
went through. This is where I thought it had benefit and, and see if they, they could adopt a
similar approach’.
Value for those using the service
‘Yeah, I’m proud that we’ve had an idea, and actually ran with it, and actually we’ve now got,
not just an idea but an actual thing that has the best possible chance of working, and we know
what we think it’s going to achieve. And if it does do what we think it’s going to do, the
[CLIENT GROUP] lives are going to be completely different’.
‘……it was all about, giving the power to the people, is how I understood it, is that you, you
give the people the information that they need in order to make the decisions for what’s best
for them, and previously we’ve been very much about well, no we’re the [organisation type],
we make the decisions and, you know, we’ve got the responsibility and all that sort of stuff (…)
And it absolutely fits with [project 1] that we’re now, instead of us making all the decisions,
we’re passing that responsibility to the [client group], in a group and they have the autonomy
to do that…’.
It is not yet possible to precisely ‘measure’ or ‘quantify’ the perceived or anticipated ‘value’
that may be generated through participation in I2S, mainly due to the lack of metrics that would
allow this. These preliminary findings do, however, suggest that the I2S programme has the
potential to enhance ‘value’ that goes beyond cashable savings to innovation leading to
enhanced well-being for a range of individuals and groups.
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5.5 Programme team: reflections on design and practice
I2S was designed to be a programme that would itself involve innovation, piloting and change.
Feedback was gathered on each aspect of the work through monitoring evaluation, and
amendments were made, particularly between v1 and v2. Indeed, one explicit aim of the
programme was for v2 to be an improved version of I2S.
A number of changes were made between v1 and v2 10. Below we have identified some of the
major changes, to illustrate their impact on how v2 looked.
Table 8: Major changes between v1 and v2 in response to participant feedback and programme
team reflection
Subject of change
Level of funding available for
the R&D phase
Length of time to do R&D
Format of Awareness Raising
and Engagement Phase
Interview process
Type of support offered to do
the financial modelling

Content of Bootcamps
Requirements for the R&D
report and Business Case
application
Ongoing contact between
programme team and project
teams

Description of change (from v1 to v2)
£5-15k (with scope for up to £30k); to £5-30k
From 6 months, up to 11 months
v1 had pre-application workshops, whereas v2 had
Innovation Conversations and two Blog posts, one
of which contained an Innovation Toolkit
See Appendix 10 for details
Programme team more involved in these
discussions in round 2 than in round 1, where it
was solely the external consultants’ field of activity.
Additionally, in round 2, the external consultants
were involved for a more prolonged period of time,
which was across the development of the projects
during the R&D phase. The external consultants
were also changed from v1 to v2, based on v1
feedback.
See Appendix 10 for details
In v2, the focus was placed more on answering
research questions.
Approval/invitation before developing business
case
v1: Research journals (for all team members): v2
project journals (one per team)

Programme staff reflections on the two versions of the I2S programme draw attention to the
opportunity to ‘learn while doing’ and the ‘capacity to adapt’ while the programme was being
iterated, ‘(…) you know, doing like feedback forms on events and us – or on bootcamps especially
and us being able to like adapt things for the next time, like in real time’. The ongoing evaluation

10

A full record of amendments is provided at Appendix 10.
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of the I2S programme was seen as part of this iterative process, which assisted with increasing
levels of confidence within the programme delivery team:
‘(…) that kind of constant evaluation about the programme has helped us as a team realise we
are doing a good job, and has helped rebuild confidence’
All of the programme staff participating in the interviews identified barriers in relation to the
success of the innovation projects and the wider I2S programme, which were (i) I2S
participant/project specific or (ii) I2S programme staff/scheme specific. A number of common
themes were identified which are presented in Table 9 (below). 11
Table 9: Barriers and sub-themes identified by programme staff
Theme and sub-themes
BARRIERS







Managing expectations/Clarity
Novelty
Partnerships
Capacity and resources to innovate
Team dynamics/relationships
Measurement/impact/outcomes

Number of interview participants
reporting
(Total n=8 respondents)
I2S Participant/
I2S programme staff/
Project specific
scheme specific
6
3
1
3
2
1

6
4
4
2
2
3

Project participants’ ideas about what to change fell into three broad categories: more clarity;
ways to engage with other projects; and time & timings. More details are given here:
1. More clarity
It has been indicated above that in v1 especially, some project teams felt that the commitments
of the programme were not clarified well enough. Suggestions for ways forward from the
programme team were numerous, but are summed up in this response:
‘…it could be that, you know, before you actually get involved in this programme you, you
make sure your house is well in order and all your ducks are in a row. Either way, maybe that
needs to be a bit clearer to an organisation kind of going into the process’.
Other refinements to various parts of the process were also put forward:
11

The sub-themes listed in the table do not represent all of the themes which were raised in the interview data. For

the purposes of this interim evaluation report, attention is drawn mainly to those sub-themes where two or more
interviewees commented on these issues.
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‘I’d suggest maybe doing the R&D report in stages, so that we submit section one by a certain
date, and they make sure that we’ve put all the information in section one that should be in
section one. And maybe do it a longer session with each individual person, so (...) instead of
chopping and changing between different people, we seemed to get, for me, kind of almost the
same information from the same, from everybody, and I think I would rather have had a
morning with one person kind of saying, right, you’ve already submitted section one, that’s
done, you know; section two needs to be this information; and section three needs to be this,
and almost draft out a kind of template of what should go where.’
Another section heavily referred to as requiring refinement was the business case, with some
arguing for a longer development period per se, and others suggesting that the amount of money
required should determine the period.
As well as altering the timelines in v2, the team made changes in terms of the management of
expectations and giving greater clarity, especially around the nature and format of the I2S
scheme; the associated requirements from project participants and the levels of expected
engagement. Team members commented:
‘And I think we’ve done that much better in version two by being much clearer and much more
upfront about what is wanted, what is expected, what is needed and by when with all our
participants’.

While another pointed to the outcomes:
‘I think the strength of that is shown by the results that the cohort two have had, and how
they’ve managed to get the quality of the work that they’ve done is quite different’.
2. Ways to engage with other projects
Cohort creation is identified in this report as an ongoing challenge. Indeed, a programme team
member states: ‘One thing I don’t think we’ve got right is making them feel as though they’re
a cohort’. Participants also contributed to this discussion. One says:
‘I think personally for me, there was probably an opportunity missed by not creating -even if
it was a virtual- community space where we could just start sharing things’.
Maintaining communication with other groups was also valued:
‘I think even after the pilot it's been good to have the odd drop-in. So some people come with
an idea (…) continuing to keep those networks with the new cohort’.
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3. Time and timing
It was understood across the project and programme teams that some tweaking of deadlines
had to be done after the experience of v1. Two of those feeding back identified issues with the
existing 6-month deadline:
‘it was too short to realistically be in a position to apply for the loan (…) so we then did end
up extending both the projects or attempting to extend them both, through other means to be
able to get to that point’.
The ratio of work and effort: money out also seemed out of balance, especially for smaller
third-sector bodies involved:
‘Yeah. I mean, you could only apply for £15,000, which was quite limited, and I suppose that
was my other, could I say resentment? That seems terribly ungrateful. But I think at the back
of my mind, if I’m terribly honest, I thought, “Here they are, they’ve got a huge amount of
money, and here we are, we have very little money and very little time. They’ve got a lot of
money and, actually, they're only giving us a tiny fraction, and only for six months’.
Lastly, because of how the project was spread across 2019, in version 2, a crucial part of the
preparation work fell in the summer holiday period, as this parent of school-age children notes:
‘I think if you are going to change it it’s got to be away from the summer holidays, I know it’s,
(...) because it’s just, you know, it’s hard. So I didn’t, I didn’t even start it until the kids went
back in September because I was off the last two weeks so, you know, it was very, very tight.
So only because I think a lot of people have got kids and it’s just, you can’t even think about it
in the summer holidays, trying to think about childcare’.
In this section we have identified facilitators and barriers to the success of I2S, and noted how
some of them were addressed in v1 and v2. We have also demonstrated changes to do with
learning and the ways in which the experience of going through the programme has impacted
on the project team members’ attitudes toward innovation.
The next section, 5.6, identifies what happened next to the project teams and their projects after
R&D phase.
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5.6 After R&D phase: what happened next to the project
teams and their projects?
All the project teams completed the R&D phase. Some were then funded, and others were
not. Here we trace what happened to those that were not funded, and those that were, which
is summarized in the tables below.
5.6.1 Projects not funded beyond R&D phase under I2S
Table 10: Status of Phase 2 (R&D) I2S projects (See also Table A)
Number (No.) of projects (Total n=11)
No. External funding
Project status
Project still in development
2
Yes (1) No (1)
Project implemented fully
1
Yes
Project partially implemented
2
*Yes
Project not implemented
3
No
**Project status not known
3
Not known
Other developments
Seeking additional funding to implement/continue development
5
Additional/new projects since completing I2S
3
* One project still awaiting the outcome of a funding bid.
***Project teams did not participate in an interview and it was not possible to identify the status of the
project from additional documentary analysis/web searches.

5.6.2 Projects funded beyond R&D under I2S and progressed to Implementation stage
Table 11: Status of Phase 3 (Implementation) I2S projects (See also Table B)
Implementation project
Project 1 (I2S v1)

Project 2 (I2S v1)
Project 3 (I2S v2)

Project 4 (I2S v2)

Developments
Infrastructure developed in terms of resources and networks required for
staged implementation of the project. However, there have been delays in
implementation and rolling out due to COVID-19
Partial purchase of the main resources required. Further developments on hold
as the current model for the service and delivery is not currently feasible.
Delays in the acquisition and/or installation of necessary equipment/ kit for
the project to be able to begin.
Delays in implementation and rolling out due to COVID-19.
Implementation from 2021 to be directly funded by the organisation rather
than through Welsh Government loan. Arrangements underway to withdraw
from the programme and reimburse Welsh Government.
Ongoing development of the infrastructure required for staged implementation
of the project, but with some delays in implementation and rolling out due to
COVID-19.
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5.6.3 Endorsements
During the follow-up interviews, in October 2020, some participants, both those in teams that
were funded and those that were not, gave endorsements of I2S, identifying various strengths
as they did so.
One was the programme’s commitment to research and testing:
‘I think it’s a shame that the programme is being wound up. Just from my perspective I thought it was
really, innovation, it’s an overused word but it’s a great initiative, but we recognise that rather than
just applying for funded bids for ideas, that we think, like we’re down to, we throw money away, we
actually front-loaded it and said, let’s pilot it and prove that it works before we waste a load of money.
I think that, that’s something I would take, take away from this and I hope other funding pots learn from
it…’

Another was the value added by the hands-on and engaged programme delivery:
I think it’s a measure of the programme and the values of the programme that you’ve bothered to (...)
get back to us and have the feedback and find out what we’re doing and how we’re doing, and what
happened afterwards. A lot of bodies don’t do that, you know. (...) Once the funding’s ended, that’s
the end of it, I mean you say goodbye but (...) that marks you out as, you know, (...) having high value,
so well done’
Another interviewee felt that the programme met a need for support for smaller organizations.
‘I would just encourage the people who make the decisions about the money to (...) to have more projects
like this really. You know, it’s not a kind of added luxury, I think it’s very necessary for small
organisations like this or for other organisations that are just, you know, trying to find their way
forward (...) to have that professional support, to really think about what they’re doing. I don’t think
there’s many opportunities like that really’.

5.7

Conclusions

The evaluation of I2S ran from the initial stage of v1 to early in the implementation stage in
v2. This section has focused on programme specifics in terms of practices, skills, and attitudes.
The finances and savings are dealt with in section 6.
This analysis has captured participants’ and programme delivery team’s reflections on the
programme and ideas for improvement. Barriers to and facilitators for the development of
innovative practice, both specific to the programme and more generally, have been identified.
Training inputs, in terms of skills and practices, have been noted as relevant to innovative
practice and participants reflect and use them, even in cases where their original projects were
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not funded through I2S. Partnerships, networks and collaborative practices were fostered in the
programme and have continued in its later stage and outside it. Moreover, we have established
what we understand to be a shift in attitude around how to think about and carry out innovation
(under the shorthand term ‘innovative imagination’). This confidence and capacity to innovate
is evidenced both within the context of the R&D phase of I2S and beyond, and can be thought
of as value added to the group of participants, who return to their work as agents of change.
Lastly, we introduce the concept of ‘value co-creation’, which is provides a way to understand
how the exchange of skills and knowledge (e.g. those imparted to the programme participants,
plus what they had already accumulated) can generate new benefits for organizations and
service-users.
I2S has been an exercise in innovation aimed at providing skills and insights and inculcating
practices of innovation, an ethos of collaboration and ways of imagining what innovation can
be in practice. The programme itself innovated and reworked itself between its first and second
iterations to be even more effective.
The changes recorded in the evaluation process represent an amplification of the skills and
tools invested in through the front end of the programme. Those skills and tools are not only
taught to produce the best outcome in the particular funded project, but to produce further
innovation outside the content of I2S, and there is already evidence of this happening. If one of
the programme’s aims is behavioural and attitudinal change, we also have to find a way to
capture it more precisely in other innovation programmes. Moreover, to make proper sense of
how this process works would require tracking over a long timeline: all the way through to the
end of the implementation stage.
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6.

INNOVATE TO SAVE PROJECT’S
SAVINGS & SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS

This section gives an outline of the kinds of savings and service improvements which project
teams involved in Version 1 and Version 2 achieved or are expected to achieve. We have
chosen to highlight some of the most prominent themes in the outcomes of the programme,
using examples from both versions to illustrate them. These are grouped below into themes
around the twin aims of the programme, in turn: cashable savings and service improvements.
As an example of what the programme achieved, we can point to Leonard Cheshire Disability,
who used their R&D to test out a new, more sociable model of personal support for adults with
disabilities. It was a huge success with those participating experiencing increased wellbeing,
with reduced one-to-one carer hours. Their rollout to more local authorities has been prevented
by the pandemic, but Leonard Cheshire Disability are ready to bring the benefits of their new
model to disabled people across Wales as soon as it is safe to do so.

Savings Themes
Investing for long term savings:
Two projects have seen the Welsh Government make investments predicted to pay back their
entire loan over 5 to 10 years.
Investment in Mid and West Wales Fire & Rescue Service’s PPMe system is likely to lead to
a reduction in Personal Protective Equipment spend, as newly procured assets are rotated across
the stations and used more efficiently, resulting in fewer repairs. The data gathered from the
new kit scanners will provide further data on the amount and use of kit which will be used in
the next procurement round to further reduce the amount of kit required and lower overall
procurement spend.
Flintshire Council fostering service’s adaptation of the Mockingbird Family Model will likely
result in a reduction in out of county and residential placement spend over the next 5 years, as
well as lowered recruitment costs, as foster carers are retained, developed and experienced
carers attracted.
Both are trailblazers in Wales. If they are a success, and the Wales-wide sector follows their
lead, savings for the Welsh public sector will multiply significantly.
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Cost avoidance:
One project generated evidence which led to an avoided cost. The Welsh Ambulance Service
Trust and partners in North Wales wanted to explore the idea of a joint non-emergency patient
transport service. The Trust, along with two Local authorities and a health board, used data to
figure out if such a service could work. Their R&D helped them figure out that an investment
in a joint service would be wasted unless they had much better data about which journeys could
be shared.
Data allows for better monitoring of commercial suppliers:
Two projects’ R&D work led them to immediate improvements in commercial supplier
arrangements.
Surple, a company which uses technology to help large utilities customers reduce waste and
lower bills, encouraged the installation of water meters in Newport schools as a way of
measuring the success of its intervention. These meters identified several water leaks,
generating substantial savings for the Council.
Mid and West Wales Fire & Rescue Service developed a much clearer picture of the service’s
need for structural personal protective equipment. In a then ongoing procurement round, they
were able to estimate how much and what kinds of equipment they needed more accurately.
Data collected by the implemented project will allow for much closer monitoring of their
laundry and repair contracts in the future.
Needs a different funding model:
Three projects found that while savings might arise from their ideas, they were too diffuse or
long term to be appropriate for this style of loan funding. Therefore, they are looking for other
ways of funding their idea and progressing their projects.
Innovate Trust had great success trialling the use of digital personal assistants (like Amazon’s
Alexa) in accommodation for adults with learning disabilities. They found savings might arise
in staff costs, but only if they reduced the numbers of staff for front line delivery. This
conflicted with their values, so they have sought other routes to funding.
Care & Repair Cymru trialled a service to help older people move to more suitable, healthy,
affordable long-term accommodation. They found that while they may be able to generate
savings for local authorities by reducing the number of adaptations made to houses, they would
in turn increase demand on local authority funds for moving house, which they could not
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support within their current business model. They are therefore scoping the potential for a paidfor service which would help people to move and subsidise other services in the future.
PromoCymru developed an effective service for informing young people about sexual health
and local sexual health services. While it was clear that the service could reduce STI treatment,
unwanted pregnancy and inappropriate presentation at clinics, and therefore costs to the public
purse, these were not direct cashable savings and too diffuse to use to fund PromoCymru’s
newly developed service. The main saving would have been to any communication budget, but
there was no single budget used by Public Health Wales for this area. PromoCymru are now
working with Public Health Wales to explore how their project can be implemented using
different funds, as the overall value of the project for Public Health Wales and individuals was
clear to see.
Ambitious projects have different finance needs:
Two teams developed projects too ambitious for loan financing to be an appropriate source of
funds alone.
Through the R&D process, Gwynedd Council realised their housing project in the village of
Fairbourne could be a much more wide-ranging scheme, addressing the economic and social
problems resulting from climate change. Although the core of the project may have been
suitable for loan funding, the Council will need to pursue a less specific funding path to help
the community in a more holistic way.
Homelessness charity Llamau used their time in the research and development phase of the
project to explore a new way of funding their services. The project was ambitious and could
have far-reaching implications for the Welsh third sector, but loan funding was not eventually
the right fit for kickstarting their idea.
Service Improvement Themes
Improvements ready to expand post-COVID:
Projects have shown their ideas can improve lives, but the full benefits will only be fully
realised after COVID-19. In addition ot Leonard Cheshire Disability (highlighted above), is
Flintshire Council’s fostering service. Flint is the first in Wales to implement the Mockingbird
Family Model. ‘Constellations’ of foster families support one another, and an experienced
‘hub’ carer provides flexible respite with a known and trusted adult. Although the full operation
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of the first ‘constellation’ has been hampered by social distancing, the group have already
benefited from online peer support and, where allowed, outdoor social events. The
implementation seems likely to flourish, once COVID-19 recedes.
Early signs of improvement - working with partners
Four projects were able to identify the potential of their projects to improve services, but could
not generate sufficient evidence within the timeframe to collate a robust business case for full
implementation. They are therefore now focusing on working with partners (new and old) to
progress their work further and explore avenues for full implementation.
Innovate Trust found their idea improved participants’ wellbeing and independence and
reduced carer contact time. The organisational side was more complex however, with local
authorities needing to be convinced. Innovate Trust have acknowledged a need to work with
Local authorities more closely to further develop their idea and demonstrate it can work.
Swansea Bay University Health Board worked with a technology partner to automate part of
the prescription-checking process for Homecare medicines patients. The technology worked,
saving the time of hospital pharmacists for more complex and face-to-face work. They had
hoped to use this technology to start a new organisation which could run efficient Homecare
services across Wales, but planning how this would work was a challenge. The team is
continuing to work with commercial partners to use robotic process automation and other tools
to make hospital pharmacy operations faster and more efficient.
PromoCymru worked very closely with Public Health Wales in developing their new sexual
health tool. Through working with a diverse range of young stakeholders, it was more tailored
and more effective for young people needing sexual health advice. They are continuing to work
with Public Health Wales to find out how they can fund the service and exploring the potential
of integrating their advice service with a new online booking service for sexual health to ensure
an effective integrated approach.
Surple found they needed more time to pilot their idea as they had difficulties in accessing
schools in the tight time frame. Newport Council are enthusiastic about implementing their
platform across their estate and can see the potential for significant savings across multiple
public buildings. Surple and Newport Council are therefore continuing their relationship and
exploring how the platform can be used across a variety of public buildings in search of
significant savings and reduced waste.
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Early signs of improvement, but needs more development:
Three projects produced early signs that their projects might work, but need more time.
Community garden charity ‘Grow Cardiff’ worked with a group of General Practice surgeries
to run weekly sessions for people with low level anxiety and depression. Research shows that
attendees valued the sessions and their wellbeing improved, but there were only a small number
of participants, and the pilot was too short to be conclusive.
A linked project saw General Practice surgeries prescribe ‘time credits’ through charity
Tempo’s volunteering network. The project saw a reduction in General Practice appointments
from very heavy users of health care services, resulting in a cost saving for General Practice
practices, and a small number of patients using their time credits. The project did not have
enough time to bed in during the piloting stage and the General Practice practices and Tempo
have concluded a longer investigation is needed.
Care & Repair Cymru showed there was a clear demand for their new service as well as
successfully moving two participants to more suitable accommodation. Councils are key
partners when it comes to local housing funding however and Care & Repair Cymru are going
to work more closely with them in future to ensure the model fits with their finances. They
have undertaken a second pilot funded by Welsh Government to further develop the service
and are hoping to implement a Wales-wide version of this much-needed innovation in the
future.
Exposing the need for system change:
Two projects took on ambitious challenges, but found that their project was not enough on it’s
own to address system-wide issues.
Solva Care, a community-run care organisation in west Wales, wanted to create a domiciliary
care co-operative for their town. They found that they would be unable to do so within current
rules around domiciliary care, despite the project having numerous benefits for the sector. They
have developed a detailed plan for how the care system needs to change to facilitate these kinds
of local initiatives, and are exploring a variation of their idea with Pembrokeshire County
Council and taking their findings to Welsh Government, who have been encouraging the use
of alternative delivery models in this area.
The charity FABRIC tested the idea of peer supported ‘move on’ accommodation for young
people leaving care. Their pilot showed that the number of young people who were ready to
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access this kind of provision at the age of 18 was very small, and felt that an intermediate form
of support was required at the age of 18 to avoid young people falling off the ‘cliff edge’ of
care. The difficulties FABRIC have faced show that innovating ‘around’ a system does not
always work and that it may be that the system needs to change to produce more effective
outcomes. This is the case for many innovations, and it is important to consider the situational
/ legislative context and the scope for this to adapt, when developing innovative solutions.
Innovate to Save provided space to try new technology:
Three teams used their R&D time to adapt and develop new technology solutions to their
problems.
Swansea Bay University Health Board understood that technology could help them validate
prescriptions more efficiently. Innovate to Save helped them define their problem and find a
technology partner who could work with them to find a solution. The product they made saved
hospital pharmacists’ time and the team have become enthusiasts for robotic process
automation in the hospital pharmacy.
Mid and West Wales Fire & Rescue Service wanted to make their PPE stock management more
efficient. The team used their R&D time to work with external partners on developing
appropriate equipment scanners and a stock management system including a user-facing app.
The system has been designed with the addition of Artificial Intelligence or Machine Learning
technology in mind once it is operational.
Innovate Trust trialled the use of smart speakers in supported accommodation. In the R&D
phase they tested the functionality of the technology as well as exploring how to use it to meet
the needs of the particular context.
Innovate to Save provided space to engage more fully with service users:
Teams across both cohorts used their R&D time to really understand the problems they were
tackling from the perspectives of frontline staff and service users. The following are three
examples:
After media coverage of Gwynedd Council’s shoreline management plan, there was a lot of
mistrust for the local authority in the village of Fairbourne. Structured engagement with the
public allowed the Council to really hear and understand people’s concerns and work with them
to produce a plan for the village.
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Flintshire Council’s fostering team spoke with Looked after Children, carers and frontline staff
before they introduced a new model of foster caring. This work allowed them to bring everyone
with them, as well as leading to local adaptation of the model.
PromoCymru spoke to young people, including (D/d)eaf young people, to understand more
fully the problems with current sexual health information. They then returned to the same
groups to ensure the service they developed was an improvement.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Successes
This evaluation report has identified a number of successful outcomes from the programme.
Several strong innovative projects were designed and developed in the programme, and their
potential savings are indicated in section 6. Much of those savings will be accrued over a period
of years after the beginning of the implementation phase.
The structures and processes of the programme were acknowledged as effective by the project
teams and programme delivery team. These are detailed in Section 2. They can be summarised
as:


Two-stage funding; stage 1 to develop a project with R&D; and final funding for
implementation being contingent on providing R&D report identifying cashable
savings.



Cohorts are recruited through applications, which are evaluated and complemented by
interviews;



Successful project teams attend a series of events where inputs are delivered -through
a variety of formats- on various aspects of work including specific skills such as R&D,
stakeholder mapping, presentation, and finance;



Teams work on their projects between events and with ongoing close working
relationships with the programme delivery team;



Monitoring of feedback enables improvements to be made to the programme;



Fostering of the development of a cohort and of networking;



Evaluation of the processes enables evidence of change within the programme’s
lifetime to be identified.

I2S fostered the development of collaborative projects involving both public-sector and third
sector organisations (and one private-public sector partnership). It is unlikely that these would
have happened without the programme. This is also true of projects in which only third-sector
or public-sector organizations participated (and there was one public-private-sector
partnership).
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There was a sustained effort to develop: strong innovative attitudes among the project teams;
and practices and skills such as R&D, financial planning, presentation, and communications.
Project team interviews demonstrate the success of this element of the programme. Such skills
and positive mindsets have been further developed since that section of the programme ended.
Even teams that were not funded for either R&D or a loan have used these skills successfully
in other projects.
R&D skills are considered particularly useful by the participants. Identifying precisely the
problem that is to be solved -which is part of the R&D process- turned out to be crucial for
individual project success.
Introducing outside financial planning expertise increased the awareness and skills levels of
participants about how savings work, and enable them to now assess projects through a more
effective lens,
The level and quality of engagement of the programme delivery team with the participants and
their projects was noted as a key element driving the programme, providing expertise and
strengthening the project teams’ commitment.
The design of the programme, using monitoring to feed participants’ input back to the
programme team enabled timely and appropriate amendments to be made to the delivery and
design. Consequently, version 2 was strengthened considerably by the experience of version 1.
One of the programme aims was to produce a ‘cohort effect’ among the participants that linked
people across sectors of activity and between public, private, and third-sector organisations.
This was partially accomplished through establishing activities that created opportunities for
this type of work, and by monitoring some of the indicators during the early phases of the
programme. It also emerges in interviews with participants at post R&D and implementation
stages as a valued and useful element of the programme, providing not just contacts but a
different way to envisage networking, that is applied in later work.

7.2 Challenges
There were also elements of I2S that were challenging:


Partnerships between different organisations and types of organisation take time to put
in place, but the project’s success depends on this happening.
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Cashable savings have been hard to find. Lots of cuts had already been made in publicsector and third-sector budgets in the period leading up to the start of the I2S
programme, and financial management skills were not always widely available.



In order to do an R&D project that could lead to a loan, all projects needed to both
improve services and demonstrate cashable savings, or at least have a “reasonable”
likelihood of being able to find such a budget line. However, it was very difficult to
assess (in the early stage of the programme, before R&D stage) how likely projects
were to make cashable savings. Some projects were thus funded to do R&D stage, but
could then not demonstrate cashable savings. Those projects were therefore not funded
to continue to implementation stage.



Ongoing work toward ensuring cashable savings are actually made once the project is
in implementation stage is vital:



Through the evaluation process, we have gleaned an accurate idea of what barriers and
facilitators to innovation are. Facilitators include management buy-in; judicious time
allocation and use; the links between and within teams; and the skill sets imparted in
the programme. Barriers are primarily the lack of management buy-in; and a failure to
adequately allocate time.



The process of application was improved, but still might be further improved,
particularly in terms of what information is required at which stage.



Evaluation: must be designed into the project’s structure. There are different types of
useful evaluation (e.g. process; monitoring; outcomes and impacts), and all have
separate uses. What can be evaluated during the lifetime of this programme does not
cover the cashable savings and the impacts on service-users because of the timeline.

Having identified the programme’s successes and challenges, we suggest the following as
recommendations for future programmes modelled on I2S.

7.3 Recommendations
Table 12: Success and Recommendations (See also Table C)
Conclusion from Evaluation report
Several strong innovative projects were
designed and developed in the programme.

Recommendation
The structure and aims of the programme
(outlined above) were effective and
appropriate. They should be incorporated
into any further configurations of innovation
programmes.
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The level and quality of engagement of the
programme delivery team with the
participants and their projects.
The design of the programme, using
monitoring to feed participants’ input back to
the programme team frequently enabled
timely and appropriate amendments to be
made to the delivery and design.

Ensure strong and effective participant
engagement through focusing on building
strong trusting relationships with the project
teams.
Flexibility in design of programmes is a
benefit when it enables amendments to be
made that benefit the project. This requires a
trusting relationship between the projects
and the programme team allowing the
possibility of divergence from the initial plan.

* See Table C in Executive Summary
Table 13. Challenges and recommendations (see also Table D)
Conclusion from Evaluation report
R&D skills are considered particularly useful
by the participants
Identification of the specific problem with
clear research questions was absolutely key to
the project’s viability and success.

There was a sustained effort to train and
develop strong innovative attitudes, practices
and skills.

The programme enabled the development of
collaborative projects involving both public
sector and third sector organisations.
Partnerships between public sector and third
sector organisations take time to put in place,
but the project’s success depends on this
happening.

It was very difficult to assess (in the early
stage of the programme, before R&D stage)
how likely projects were to make cashable
savings. Some projects were thus funded to do
R&D stage but could then not demonstrate
cashable savings. Those projects were
therefore not funded to continue to
implementation stage.
Cashable savings at project level have been
hard to find for a variety of reasons.

Recommendation
Effective R&D is crucial to Innovation. It
should be considered a core skillset in this
field, and sufficient time allowed for it. It
should not be assumed that the project team
know the precise problem they are trying to
solve. The process of identifying and
narrowing down the problem should be made
central.
Changes in attitudes can be empirically
measured and are important elements of
innovation. Ways to develop innovative
mindsets and measure their development
should be standard elements of innovation
programmes.
Emphasis on collaboration between publicsector and third-sector partners is a desirable
outcome and should be considered. It should
also be noted that the support provided must
be flexible depending on the size of the
organisations.
Partnerships must be in place or being put in
place at the beginning as prerequisite:
contracts and formal agreements between
public-sector and third sector partners,
setting out what the nature of the work, what
each partner is contributing, and fully
addressing any need for data-sharing, etc.
Projects should have specific budget lines
identified in advance to ensure credible
potential for savings prior to starting R&D.
The question “what budget line(s) would the
savings come from?” should be included in the
application form.
External economists should be brought into
programmes aimed at savings early to: build
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up skills, and advise on how cashable savings
could be made. Amendments to programme
should highlight these and incorporate solving
them as a skill.
Keeping momentum and focus in the ongoing The key person is the budget holder. They
work toward ensuring cashable savings is need to be fully engaged in projects from the
vital.
outset - as a core team member, with allocated
time and resources.
Creation of a cohort effect across sectors Creating cohort / networking effects, which
requires sustained effort.
are effective means of assisting innovation
should be included as core aims of innovation
programmes. Various tools for accomplishing
this include the Troika method.
The most significant barriers and facilitators
to innovation in this programme were
identified as: management buy-in; dedication
of time by the organisation; relationships
between and within teams; and availability of
the required skill sets (imparted in this
project, such as R&D, which has its own
recommendation):
- Senior management buy-in
There could be more emphasis placed on
obtaining commitment in this area and proof
of commitment earlier in the process, e.g. for
projects applying for loans or in
implementation phase, a commitment from a
senior manager to attend at least one monthly
meeting on the project?
- Dedicated time available in the organisation Organisation of time should be part of the plan
is another barrier or facilitator
at the outset. Dedicated time is the ideal, to
minimise possibility of not completing key
project objectives.
The process of application was improved in Use streamlined and targeted application
order to remove bias and be more effective in forms preceded by Expression of Interest
finding potentially strong projects. The forms to check eligibility.
process might be further improved,
particularly in terms of what information is
required at which stage.
Evaluation must be appropriate to the project. Need to have a very-well planned, flexible
At least three types of useful evaluation: evaluation process built in from beginning so
process; monitoring; and outcomes. All have that:
separate uses and structures. In this i) monitoring can be carried out effectively
programme, outcomes for citizens are likely and findings fed into decision-making process.
to continue changing beyond the scope of the ii) the processes outlined in the theory of
programme, making outcome evaluation change can be measured effectively.
difficult.
Ways to collect data should be flexible enough
to allow adaptation within the overall aims of
the programme.
Evaluation of some elements should be
designed as separate projects, with their own
budget lines, because of the timescale.
Cashable savings and impacts on serviceusers are two such elements.
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Appendix 1: Logic Model for I2S
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Appendix 2: I2S Interview schedule – Programme participants, v1 – end of R&D phase
Topics and questions for the Phase 1 and Phase 2 Evaluation
Introduce self.
Outline that interested in finding out more about their experiences of participating in Phase 2
of the Innovate to Save programme and how it has supported the development of their
innovation project.
Warm up
Start with telling me more about yourself and your role within the organisation that you work
in?
Questions below to be explored at level of: the idea, the individual, networks and the
organisation.
1. Definitions of innovation Perceptions and involvement I2S programme
 How does your organisation define innovation?
 What does innovation mean to you as an individual?
 Can you tell me what your understanding is of the Innovate to Save Programme?
 What are the main reasons for participating in Innovate to Save?
 How have you been involved in the Innovate to Save programme?
2. Development and support
 Which parts of the programme have you found the most helpful/least useful and why?
 What has worked well and what can be improved- look at various phases i.e.
awareness raising –workshops, bootcamps etc.
 How have processes worked for your organisation? (i.e. One cap fits all approach)
 How has participation in the I2S programme helped/or hindered your innovation
project? (i.e. what has gone well/ what could be done differently?)
 How has participation in the programme developed your capacity to undertake
innovation projects? What additional levels of support are required if any?
 Have there been any unexpected effects (positive and negative) from participation in
the programme? How have you handled these?
 How has participation in the project influenced ways of working in your organisation
(i.e. attitudes, abilities, behaviour, language, relationships-internal and external- probe
on these)
 What factors have affected the development of your innovation project? (i.e.
organisational support; capacity; shared motivation etc)
 How has your idea/innovation project developed during your participation in the
programme?
3. Partnerships/networks
 What sort of partnerships have developed through you taking part in the I2S
programme? (Types of organisations developed with/ how set up)
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What are the main factors which have helped/ or hindered the development of
partnerships?
 How has participation in Innovate to Save led to working/ dialogue with new
networks or groups?
Potential additional prompts
o How will the partnerships/networks that have been developed be sustained after
the Innovate to Save programme has ended?
o Could these partnerships lead to the development of other innovation projects?
Additional question
Is there anything else you would like to discuss which you feel has not been covered?
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Appendix 3: I2S Interview schedule – Programme participants, v2 – start of R&D phase
Topics and questions for the Phase 1 and beginning of Phase 2 Evaluation
Introduce self.
Outline that interested in finding out more about their experiences of participating in Phase 2
of the Innovate to Save programme and how it has supported the development of their
innovation project.
Warm up
Start with telling me more about yourself and your role within the organisation that you work
in?
Questions below to be explored at level of: the idea, the individual, networks and the
organisation
1. Perceptions of I2S programme/definitions of innovation
 How does your organisation define innovation?
 What does innovation mean to you as an individual?
 How has taking part in Innovate to Save influenced the way you define and perceive
innovation?
 What are the main reasons for participating in Innovate to Save?
2. Development and support
Main questions:
 How have you been involved in the I2S programme so far? (i.e. briefings, innovation
conversations, v1 briefings/workshops, v1 briefings/workshops, Innovation toolkit)
 What is working well/ and what can be improved? (look at various phases i.e.
briefings, innovation conversations, workshops, bootcamps etc.)
 How is participation in the programme assisting with the development of your
idea/innovation project? (Has this changed from the application and how?)
 How is participation in the programme and undertaking the innovation project
developing your own individual skills and knowledge?
 How is participation in the project influencing ways of working in your organisation
(i.e. attitudes, abilities, behaviour, language, relationships-internal and external- probe
on these)
 What factors are affecting the development of your innovation project at this point?
(i.e. organisational support; capacity; shared motivation etc)
 How has participation in the I2S programme helped to address any of the key factors
affecting the development of your project (i.e. linking up with external stakeholders
et, providing advise/guidance)
 Have there been any unexpected challenges/ successes so far? If so, can you tell me
more about this and about any impact of these challenges/successes on your project?
 What additional levels of support do you require if any (as an organisation/ project
team/individual)?
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3. Partnerships/networks
 What sort of partnerships are developing through you taking part in the I2S
programme? (Types of organisations developed with/ how set up)
 What are the main factors helping/ or hindering the development of partnerships?
 How is participation in Innovate to Save leading to working/ dialogue with new
networks or groups?
Additional question
Is there anything else you would like to discuss which you feel has not been covered?
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Appendix 4: I2S Interview schedule – Programme participants, v2 – end of R&D phase
Introduce self. Outline that interested in finding out more about their experiences of
participating in Phase 2 of the Innovate to Save programme and how it has supported the
development of their innovation project.
Questions/prompts below to be explored at level of: the idea, the individual, networks
and the organisation.
1a. Definitions of innovation
Tapping into: What did they think innovation meant at the outset of I2S and how has their
understanding changed.
If this is the first time the candidate has been interviewed ask:
 How does your organisation define innovation?
 What does innovation mean to you as an individual?
 How has taking part in Innovate to Save influenced the way you define and perceive
innovation?
 What are/were the main reasons for participating in Innovate to Save?
If this is the 2nd time the candidate has been interviewed-more detailed prompts
 How do you define innovation as an individual?
o Has this perception changed over the course of taking part in Innovate to
Save?
 How does your organisation define innovation?
o Has this perception changed over the course of taking part in Innovate to
Save?
o Has this perception of innovation supported or potentially hindered the
development of your innovation project?
 How do you think innovation is perceived more widely in your particular field?
o Does this perception support or differ from your individual/organisation?
Both (interviewed previously or 1st time interviewee)
1b. What perceptions did you have about the I2S programme before you started? Has this
changed over time and how?
2. Development and support
 How much have you been involved in the I2S programme? (i.e. briefings, innovation
conversations, v1 briefings/workshops, v2 briefings/ workshops).
 What are the main areas where you have needed support/still need support for
R&D/implementation?
o How has this been provided? i.e. internally/externally
o Explore Y Lab specific/ additional external support
 Which aspect(s) of the I2S programme/R&D support have been the most helpful and
why?
 Which aspect (s) of the I2S programme have been the least helpful and why?
 What has worked well and what could be improved in the I2S programme?
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Are there things that the R&D phase of I2S has missed which would help/have helped
prepare you for the ‘wider world’?
 How has participation in the I2S programme assisted with the development of your
idea/innovation project?
o Has your idea changed during the course of undertaking R&D, why and how
has this changed?
 How has participation in the programme and undertaking the innovation project
developed your own individual skills and knowledge?
 How is participation in the project influenced/ influencing ways of working in your
organisation? (i.e. attitudes, abilities, behaviour, language, relationships-internal and
external- probe on these)
 What will you now incorporate into your work/practice? (include reference to tools)
 How have you found the whole R&D process? (i.e. how have they managed dealing
with uncertainty, could they accept degrees of uncertainty? how is this different to
other work?)
 Have you taken part in any other funding programmes- if so- how is this different
from I2S?
3. Challenges/ barriers/facilitators
 What are the main factors that have affected/ are still affecting the development of
your innovation project at this point? (i.e. organisational support; capacity; shared
motivation etc)
 How has participation in the I2S programme helped to address any of these key
factors (i.e. linking up with external stakeholders et, providing advise/guidance)?
 Are there other factors which have helped to facilitate the development of your
innovation project? If so/what are they?
 What barriers have you encountered so far and/or perceive you may experience going
forwards with your work?
 What sort of challenges have you faced/are you facing and how have you addressed
these? How has participation in the programme helped with this?
 Have there been any unexpected challenges/ successes so far? If so, can you tell me
more about this and about any impact of these challenges/successes on your project?
 What are the future plans for your project? (i.e. loan, grant funding, further testing
etc)
 What challenges do you anticipate to scaling and implementing your innovation
project/ taking this work forwards? (regardless of if going to loan funding)
4. Partnerships/networks
 What sort of partnerships are developing/ have developed through you taking part in
the I2S programme? (Types of organisations developed with/ how set up)
 How are these partnerships important for the development and sustainability of your
work?
 What are the main factors helping/ or hindering the development of partnerships?
 How has participation in Innovate to Save lead to working/ dialogue with new
networks or groups?
 How have you used or drawn upon these networks during the R&D phase?
 How do you think you will draw on these networks going forwards?
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How important are these networks to the further development of your innovation
project (i.e. scaling, implementing, diffusing)
5. Summary questions/wider reflections
 What do you know now that you didn’t know before?
 What are the key things you feel have been gained from participating in the I2S
programme? Interested in four areas (a) as an individual (b)as an idea/development of
the idea (c) as a project team and (d) as an organisation.
 Which of your skills and resources did you use?
 What has been your key insight from participating in the I2S programme?
 How will you use this knowledge/skills/insight going forwards?
 Would you do it again?
 What would you do differently if you were to start this process again and why? OR If
you knew at the beginning, what you know now, what would you do differently?
 What should we (YLab) do differently and why?
Additional question
Is there anything else you would like to discuss which you feel has not been covered?
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Appendix 5: I2S interview schedule-Programme participants-Follow-up 1-2 years post
R&D phase (V1 02/10/20)
Introduction
Prior to recording the interview
Introduce self, outline the format of the interview, confirm that the participant is happy for
the remainder of the interview to be recorded. Check if preferences have changed for audio
only/ video and audio interview and make necessary adjustments.
Recording
Thank the participant for attending outline that the purpose of the interview is to find out
more about the development of the innovation project beyond the end of I2S, and if/how
participation in I2S has potentially helped or informed other areas of work. Will ask three
main questions and there will be an opportunity for you to add any additional insights or
comments. Aim to complete in 15 minutes.
Questions
1. Has your innovation project been taken forwards since completing the R&D phase
of the I2S programme?
If Yes, please could you say a little more about this e.g.
 How has the project developed? (i.e. proposal revised and submitted for other
calls, fully implemented, partially implemented, not implemented at all)
 Has the project been implemented with or without additional funding? (internal or
external funding, additional staff resources but no funding, mixture etc.,- request
details)
 Has the project changed during the implementation phase and how?
If No, please could you outline the main reasons why it wasn’t possible to further develop
the innovation project.
2. Are there any training impacts from participating in the R&D Phase of I2S?
e.g.
 Are there any tools or methods you were introduced to in the R&D phase that
you have continued to use?
 Have you made or noticed any changes to the way you work individually and
in your organisation after participating in the programme?
3. Has support provided through the I2S programme helped any other areas of your
work? If so, how?
e.g.
 Have you applied any of the skills/ knowledge to new projects?
 Have you built or developed new networks?
4. Would you like to add anything else?
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Appendix 6: I2S interview schdeule-Programme participants (v1 & v2)- follow-up
during implementation phase
Introduction
Prior to recording the interview
Introduce self, outline the format of the interview, confirm that the participant is happy for
the remainder of the interview to be recorded. Check if preferences have changed for audio
only/ video and audio interview and make necessary adjustments.
Recording
Thank the participant for attending outline that the purpose of the interview is to find out more
about their experiences of implementing their innovation project and how participation in the
I2S programme has supported this phase of the project development. We are also interested in
knowing more about key facilitators/successes as well as challenges to implementing your
innovation project.
Will ask five main questions and there will be an opportunity for you to raise any additional
insights or issues. Aim to complete in 20-30 minutes.
1. How has your participation in the research and development phase of the I2S
programme informed/ supported/ helped with the implementation of your
project?
E.g.
o Any skills, tools, methods, refinement in thinking associated with R&D phase
that you are drawing on/ applying as your project is being implemented and
scaled?
2. How has the support provided through the I2S programme helped with the
development of your project in the implementation phase?
3. What have been the main challenges for you and your project in the
implementation phase of the programme?
If COVID-19 is not raised, probe to ask:


How the pandemic has affected your planning/thinking/implementation?



Has your experience on the programme influenced the way in which you think
and/or work in this pandemic? If so, how?

4. What have been the main facilitators and successes for your project in this phase
of the programme?
5. Is there anything you would do differently in the implementation phase if you
were to start this programme again and why?
6. Any other key insights or issues that you haven’t had a chance to talk about?
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Appendix 7: Interview schedule for I2S Programme staff

Based on your involvement in the delivery of the Innovate to Save programme:
● What have been the main challenges for the organisation in delivering the
programme?
● What have been the main challenges for participants in the programme?
● What have been the main successes for the organisation in delivering the programme?
● What have been the main successes for participants in the programme?
● What should Y Lab do differently if you were to start this programme again and why?
● Any key insights from delivering the I2S programme that you haven’t had a chance
to talk about?
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Appendix 8: Interview coding headings definition & explanation
Coding rationale
The topics coded obviously have some overlaps, and the exercise of coding is not meant to suggest that
the topics are discrete. It is a necessary analytical practice enabling us to understand a preliminary
combination of areas covered by the programme participants.
Also, the themes reflect to some extent the questions asked. The questions in the interview schedule
were quite directive, and this is entirely appropriate for a programme evaluation tool. Indeed, the
primary goal of the evaluation has been to determine the effectiveness of the various parts of the
programme. This tool however is not designed to identify or emphasise connections between the themes
and processes discussed, so it should be noted that such work has to be undertaken by the people trying
to understand the data (i.e. the I2S team). We therefore suggest that we note collectively as a team that
the topics also require a logic to be made of them.
Definitions of innovation (D)
These are answers to the direct questions about what the interviewee perceives as the meaning of
‘innovation’ – at the beginning and the end of the programme. Having gone through a process, we
would expect the definition offered at the end to be more coherent and clearer than that provided at the
beginning.
Facilitators & Barriers
This is the most heavily populated part of the coding chart because the emphasis is placed on evaluation
of the project’s effectiveness. This distinction is effectively between what the respondents saw as
helpful and what they saw as less helpful, or lacking. We split up these into ‘Organisation’ (to cover
those facilitators and barriers related to the respondent’s own organisation), and ‘Scheme’ (to cover
those related to the structure and delivery of the I2S scheme).
The identification of issues/elements of the scheme helping or enhancing the innovation work in I2S.
These may be specific to the scheme in terms of the structure of the programme and nature of the support
provided; training through workshops and Bootcamps; required outputs (i.e. project journals, R and D
Plans, draft reports). This will register participants appreciating being taught a particular thing rather
than their reflections on the application or potential use of these skills/knowledge.
Facilitators (F) may also include new networks, partnerships or introductions to ‘key
players/individuals’ that have occurred during the development of the innovation project/ exposure to
the I2S scheme.
There is the potential that facilitators may be outside of both the scheme and the organisation, hence an
additional sub-node, other has been added.
F sub-nodes
F Scheme:
Project management- benefits accrued to participants through complying with the structures of the
programme: the emphasis here is on the process of learning
Identifiable skills acquired- specific skills mentioned as having been acquired:
F Organisation
F Other
Barriers (B)
This categorycentails the identification of issues hampering the innovation work in I2S.
This could be caused by;
An element of the scheme; or something to do with the organisation they work for.
The scheme (B Scheme) is to be investigated further to identify any problematic element(s) of the
scheme or omissions; suggested revisions to the scheme to address these ‘barriers’.
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Issues within the organisation (B Organisation) are to be investigated in terms of identifying problems
and strategies adopted or needed to overcome these.
B sub-nodes
B Scheme
Scheme - Problematic element/Omissions
Scheme – Suggested revisions to scheme
B Organisation
Organisation - Problematic issues/elements
Organisation – Strategies to circumvent problems
Skills Application (SA)
This heading captures how the respondents had applied skills they acquired in the programme (either
to the I2S project or others following that), using concrete examples.
We are looking at perceptions of how knowledge and skills (i.e. resources) already gained through
participation in the programme/ undertaking an innovation project have been used, applied and/or
exchanged with others (in their team; organisation or more widely).
‘Value (co-)creation’ (VC)
Value creation / co-creation is a concept drawn from the academic literature on service-dominant logic,
and is meant to identify and name a process in which various actors in the relevant service (often
unaware of each other) jointly contribute to an actor’s well-being (Vargo and Lusch 2019). Value
creation / co-creation therefore differs from ‘skills application’ (above) in that it suggests people have
thought of other ways to make their services more effective in the future by using different resources
(as well as skills they have drawn directly from this scheme), e.g. approaching a problem differently,
involving different actors, etc.
Perceptions of whether the application/or future applications of skills/knowledge may create ‘value (i.e.
benefits) for: individuals participating in the programme, the organisations they are based in; service
users/communities the organisations serve and the wider public.
Attitudinal shift (AS)
Under this heading we have tried to capture a general change in attitude toward innovation, in which
the experience of the programme has led to the respondent (and team?) now viewing it as both desirable
and achievable – at least partly due to their experiences- as well as having the confidence that they
personally could bring about innovative change. In the paper we are writing for IRSPM 2020, we have
provisionally called this ‘the innovative imagination’, and posited stimulation of this among participants
as a highly desirable programme outcome. Examples could be expressions of confidence in their ability
to innovate; of willingness to apply ideas and tools to other projects;
We are looking for reflections on how ideas develop / are developing - either on the topic of innovation,
or on the specifics of this current project.
The passage should identify a refinement of thinking (i.e. some kind of discriminating analysis) in
relation to innovation through the expression of approaches that should be taken, or personal reflections
on how to do it / what has been learned.
Conclusions
There is a potential overlap between skills application, Value (co)creation and attitudinal shift, and
indeed there is some double coding: people inevitably combine things when they speak rather than
comply precisely with researchers’ post hoc coding boundaries.
As of February 2020, this is a provisional and speculative guide, based on coding of fewer than half of
the participant interviews so far.
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Appendix 9: Feedback from bootcamps – closed question responses
Note the response,’ strongly disagree’ was not selected on any of the questionnaires across all three
Bootcamps.
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Appendix 10 – Changes to I2S between v1 and v2
Changes to Awareness Raising and Engagement phase
Version 1

Version 2

Briefings 5 in total (March 2017):
2 briefings with Welsh Government and Chief
Execs
2 briefings - open invitation: Cardiff
1 briefing - open invitation: Cardiff

Briefings 4 in total May 2017 (Cancelled
Aberystwyth)
2 x Cardiff open invitation
1 x Carmarthen open invitation
1 x Wrexham open invitation

Pre- application workshops (April 2017)
Run in both Cardiff and North Wales
- Identifying challenges (Challenge prize
centre)
- Generating ideas (Y Lab)
- Teams and Collaboration (Nesta)
- Accounting for Savings
- 12 economies session (Nesta)
- How to run an R&D project (Y Lab)

Innovation Conversations July 2019Futuregov
Deputy Chief Medical Officer Health (Wales)
(in Wrexham also)
Behavioural Insights Team

Selection process
Application form -50 applications received
Scored by: 4 Y Lab team members, Nesta, Welsh
Government, WCVA.
Health applications reviewed by Nesta’s Health
Lab. Data applications reviewed by Nesta
colleague.

Selection process
Application form-20 applications received
Scored by: 5 Y Lab team members, 1 Nesta
external to Y Lab, WCVA member.
Additional reviewers included, Health Lab,
IWA, Education, LAC, Social Action and
Housing.

Interviews: 7-minute pitch and 8 minutes Q&A

Interviews: New interview process introduced to
minimise bias

Selection meeting: 8 project teams approved

Selection meeting: 7 project teams approved

Innovate to Save blog post/application toolkit (June
2018)- https://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/applicationtoolkit-innovate-save/
Innovate to Save blog post- top application tips (July
2018) https://www.nesta.org.uk/blog/top-tipssuccessful-innovate-save-bids/

Changes to R&D Phase
Version 1

Version 2

Project set-up meeting
Builds on logic model/theory of change produced
in bootcamp 1
Scope it - Logic model
Build it - Research planning - prototype
Try it - Research planning - running an
experiment

Project set-up meeting
Problem framing and research questions
Data & methods
Budgets & savings
Stakeholder mapping
Additional support
Ethics
Expectations during programme
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Bootcamp 1 (Cardiff, 2 days & evening social)
July 2017
Topics covered
- Sharing projects
- Premortem
- Stakeholder mapping
- Data audit
- Planning your R&D
- Prototyping
- Theory of change
- Next steps

Bootcamp 1 (Down to Earth, 2 days & evening
social)
October 2019
Topics covered
- Tweets / share projects
- This is I2S
- Communications during the programme
- What is R&D
- Failure
- Case Study - Down to Earth
- Uncertainty in R&D - Using cohort 1
- User involvement
- R&D mop up and questions
- Cashable savings

Bootcamp 2 (Cardiff, 1 day & dinner)
September 2017
Topics covered
- Sharing progress
- About loans
- Research questions review

Bootcamp 2 (1 day, Swansea, Feb 2019)
Topics covered
- Story telling
- Pitching
- Peer support
External speaker pithing/ Y Lab staff member

Bootcamp 3 (Cardiff, 1 day & dinner)
March 2018
Topics covered
- Sharing progress
- Pitching

Bootcamp 3 (1 day & evening social, Down to
Earth, June 2019)
Topics covered
- Down to Earth update
- Lightning talks - project updates
- Writing an R&D report
- Talking about your work
- Reflections

Savings support by external consultancy #1

Savings support by external consultancy #2

End of R&D report
Only written if projects weren’t going forward for
implementation

End of R&D report
Written by all projects
Focused more on answering research questions
Approval/invitation before developing business
case

Business case
Scoring and selection by 6 Y Lab staff, 1 WG, 1
WCVA, 1 Nesta.

Business case
6 weeks to finalise a full business case
Business case workshops with external
consultancy
Catch up calls to check on progress
Support offered - reviewing drafts of business
cases from all of I2S team
Scoring and selection by 6 Y Lab staff, 1 WG, 1
WCVA, 1 Nesta.
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APPENDIX 11. Research Diaries from v1: key points on facilitators,
barriers and challenges
They have been divided into three categories:
1. Issues deriving from the home organisation’s own practices;
2. Its interfaces with other organisations, and;
3. Those to do with the project team itself.

FACILITATORS
1. Internal to home organisation;
• Support (ongoing) of key Senior/executive internal staff.
• Perceived capacity of the organisation to restructure and revise job roles to enable the
delivery of the innovation/project.
2. Home organisation’s external interfaces;
• Acceptance of the project and of innovation in wider networks of agencies and
stakeholders.
• Support for the ‘innovation’ by service-users
3. Within project team.
• Participation in conduct of research interviews has enabled consideration of how
initiatives employed in other projects have relevance to ‘own project’
BARRIERS
1. Internal to home organisation
• Internal politics in potential public sector partner agency that may mean innovation is
not supported.
• Perception that ‘funders’ may not be aware of the processes that ‘they’ (potential
partner agency) need to go through to sign off the innovation
2. Home organisation’s external interfaces
• Legislative requirements/ policies in external public sector agencies/potential partner
organisations which restrict the capacity to deliver the project in the third sector.
• Lack of engagement / reluctance to engage with the project/innovation by potential
partner/public-sector organisation (i.e. social services/local authority)
• Shared understanding by projects and project participants about what ‘return on
investment’ is.
• Extent to which the ‘project/innovation’ (all aspects) is acceptable to service users, and
their willingness to participate in the project.
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3. Within project team
• Balance in time spent between delivering the ‘project’/ providing the ‘service’ and
meeting the requirements for R&D. In small third sector organisations this time spent
on ‘admin’ perceived as reducing time to ‘deliver the project’.
• Additional demands on researcher time due to picking up project manager role as well
as undertaking research role.
• Acceptance of intervention by ‘frontline’ staff
• Data-collection designed by project team but undertaken by frontline staff-so disparities
between what was envisaged, and the data collected
• Lack of ‘academic research experience’ in project team
ONGOING CHALLENGES
1. Internal to home organisation
• Ongoing promotion (to multiple external and/or partner agencies) of projects required
at the same time as delivery. • Engaging frontline staff with the innovation project and
then training them in data-collection techniques
• Consideration of wider impact and scaling up of the innovation/concept beyond the
initial community in which intended, and volume of data which would need to be
“extracted, reduced, organised and codified”.
• Timing: Not a perfect solution to start the project over summer holidays when staff on
leave
2. Home organisation’s external interfaces
• Managing stakeholders in the community who may ‘lose out’ if project/innovation is
implemented
• Thinking through the ‘model’ and implications in terms of who will be the members of
new organisation set up to manage/deliver the innovation.
3. Within project team
• ‘Researcher’ on project may not be the best person to collect data: if nature of data
requires rapport with service users, then maybe frontline staff would be better placed
• Researcher in project remaining objective throughout the research process
• Emotional impact on individuals within project teams of delivering the
innovation/project and conducting research with service users/ potential users.
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